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Phitosoltg; Ils Practical

(Connrcnts)

Tro2 }rgan

In the early 1940's the American Philosophical Association conducted

a self-analysis to determine the condition of philosophy in American
universities. The committee that made the study reported finding
what they called '3 a skeleton in the Arnerican philosophical
closet. " This they identified as a differenee of opinion as ro the
nature of philosophy itself. Those who taught philosophy either
thought of philosophy in a " Deweyan " or a .( Platonic " sense.
Professor Prasad agrees that philosophy is so regarded. One he identifies
withJohn Dewey-it aims, he says, to make the world ,,more significant,"
t' more homelike. " The other he associates with S. Radhakrishnanit holds to the supremacy of a spiritual reality, o{' self-discipline
and service to others. He calls one (, the worldly point of view "
and the other " the spiritualistic point of view. " Ife insists they
both move in the same direction, both claiming that philosophy
ought to be practical. Both hold that the locus of practicality of
philosophy does not lie in philosophy itself, but in its fruits, i.e.,
improved social conditions for one, and spiritual bcttcrmcrt (i.e.,
self-realization) for the other. Profcssor. Prasad accnscs bot]r of
spending efforts in defending their vicws of philosophy rather than
in actually doing what they claim to do, i."., making philosophy
" practically relevant. " He offers an alterr.rative to these two views.
This he calls " the logicalistic view. " According to the logicalistic
view the practical significance of philosophy consists in producing
what he calls (' conceptual illumination. " What is (, conceptual
illumination " ? Professor Prasad explains in two places in his paper.
(l) It is a form of drill in which the studcnt learns to unpack the
confusions of concepts and to show what concepts r,vould mean when
stripped of all confusion. (2) It is the forming of habits (clrill
again? ) of reacting to certain problems, of formulating solutions,
and of formulating certain kinds of solutior-rs. And what is ,,practical relevance " ? Professor Prasad says by this hc mcans some
noticeable effects in the inner or outer life of the student. I note a
curious logic here: practical relevance is the producing of noticcable
effects, conceptual illumination is forming of habits of proclucing
noticeable effects, so conceptual illumination is prectically relevarrt.
But conceptual illumination, although in ., itself a dcsirablc
accluisition, " is not enough to produce thc practical cffccts callcd
t' moral illumination. t'
" Moral illumination " scorns hcrc to bc

irrtlirlr;it:nlly vrrlrrablc whercas
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" conceptual illumination" is demoted

('conceptual illumination"
t0 llrt: stlltus of extrinsic value. when
rlor.s rrot l,-iDg about the desired condition of " moral illuminationr"
tt
tlrr. litrrlt. Iics not in conceptual illumination but in human nature
t'
rl,icll'." I am not sure what human nature " means' It seems to
lrr: tlrc 1on-rational which counteracts the rational. Beyond this,
I rlorrotknorvwhatis accomplished by blaming "httman nature"
lirl llrt: incffcctuality of human thinking. Furthermore, in bringing
irr tlrr: notion of moral illumination " I have the feeling that Prof'essor
l'r':rsir<l has some value commitments in mind which he does not
rrlr:rrtily. He tells us that he intends to keep the term " practical
to t' good "
rrlr:virncc "
" evaluationally neutral," yet he refers t'desirable"
grlrikrsophy and to influencing overt behaviour in a
rilllltlcr,

lrinallyr I detect in Professor Prasad's claims for the practical
lrlr:vltnr:r: of philosophy an assumption of the transfer of training' I
tt
rrrilllrr:rrlcl that I,m bothered by the use of the word drill " in his
the rules of the syllogism
1,,,1rrr,r, I conjure up a class mernorizing
,,rr.l ir list of fallacies ! He says that if a student " subjects himself
trt trtllit:iott drill, he is likely to acquire at least soma amount of
,,,,,,,1,:,'y ,-rv"., or skill in, the use of certai'n concepts"' (Italics are
||rirrr..) Maybe with all those qualifications I should not be alarmed
rrlrorrt tlrc claims for transfer of training. But, on the other hand,
rl tlrr:practicalrelevanceissounlikely to happen is the drill worth
rvlrilr:ii No wonder most societies, as Prasad laments, ignore what
tlrcir' grlrilosophers are uP to
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Irrtcgr;rtiorr ol Contcrrrlllutiott
And Actioir
S. ,S. Raghauachar

Introduction

The distinction between thought and action is a matter of common
expcrience. Thought is exercise of intelligence for the right understanding of facts and action is willed reaction to situations for
purposes of securing desired results. While the distinction is obvious
and is takcn cognizancc of by commonsense, that the distinction
procecds frorn a psychological analysis of human nature into knowing
and willing is a discovery of sophisticated commonsense.
While the analysis does not need serious substantiation, it
requires considerable reflection to bring out the inter-dependence
of the two elements of personality. Thought pursued as an organized endeavour leads to knowledge and action performed with
the requisite competence produces results termed goocl. That
success in the pursuit of kno',vleclgc requircs a ccrtain clevotion to
that cnd and all thc rnoral insrcclicnts of such a dcvotion clescrves
clear rccognition. That discovcry of truth is thc lruition of a
ccrtain discip)inc in that dircction is arr inrpoltant consitlcrzrtion.
This is one linc of intcr-dcpendcn<;c. Wliilc knowlcdgc is an
achievement of thought, the endeavour after knowlcdgc contains
features describable as ethical. In this sense, 'knowing is a function
of being'. The second line of inter-dependence can also be clearly
marked. The life in pursuit of the good recluires a clear awareness
of the end pursued and a proper evaluation of the possible means
or directions of offort. The choice of the end and the choice of
the means are through exercise of due reflection and it is on their
basis that a good life of effective activity has to be livcd.
It is true that the discipline, however ethical, may not culminate
in knowledge. But the discipline prevents the failure that surely
follows from an insuiEciently purposelul and chaotic intellcctual
effort. Devotion to truth is not the same as insight but tire insight
does not emerge in a mind to which truth is a triviality. In the
same way, it can be admitted that intellectual clarification of the
end and the mcans therefor does not inevitably produce a lifc of
goodness but the cause of a good life does suffer a setback if confusion befogs the cnd and the means. Thought is not tire sorrl of
goodness but in its absence goodless gets impeded by unccrtainties
concerning the right goal and righl means.

'l'lrr.sr. r:lt.rrrr.rrlltr.y r:orrsi<lcllrliotts tIIllst. lrr: t irt lit:tl itrlo llrt:
1rirlr.r. Iir.lrls ol' t:rrltrrt':rl irrtt:r'ltt't:ltrtiotr. I(rro',vlt:tlgc lrrrilt u1> tlrr'ouqh
irrlr.llr.t.rrrrrl rlist:iplinc is r:rnlrodicd in t|c st:icr-rccs nncl philosophy
rrrrrl tlrr:y togt;tlrci' rnay bc construcd as signilf ing 'Thcory' inthc
llrt.rnt: lvc zrrc cliscussing. Life as lived in the spl.rere of individual
corrrlrrcl. anrl social institutions does constitute what is named
. l,r.:rr:tir:c , in our thcmc. It is necessary to note the distinctiveness
ol' qa<:lr ltclore we could enter into further discussion concerning
tlrcnr. 'I'hcory aims at truth and practice is for realizing worthwhile
t
r.ntls in lif'c collectively describable as the good'. In other words,
llrrrr1r'1' and practice relate to two of the ultimate values of life, truth
Irncl gootlncss. That there should be an apparent or real conflict
lrr:t,,vccn thcse two values needs an explanation' It is possible to
rlt.finc tr.utit i;r such a manner so as to irlclude within it all the
irrtcqlity. uorightness, the ideal of being in conformity with the
l:Nv ol onr being, which goodness signifies. It is possible to define
llrt: nrt>ral value of goodncss in such a manner as to appropriate
lr.rrth or knowledge as onc of the elcments within goodness. Truth
is somctl.ring that ,ought to be' and as such it is comprchcnded
rvithin the larger conccpt of 'the good'. If the two values, trlth
:rrr<l goodness, are understood ir"r this comprehensive manner, tl.rc
possil-rility of conflict or even clistinction between them is eliminated.
lhrl thc context of thouglit that permits such a conflict and distinctiorr is one in which truth and goodness are assigned restrictcd
rrrr.rurinqs. Truth means, in this context, strictl;- the intellectual
:rP1>rchension of reality and goodness means the realization of the
itk:;rl of life through practical endeavour by way of volition and
itction.
Repr esentati.ae Historic al P ositiotts
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Wrile such is the general backgrotind for the consideration of
llrcory and practice in philosophy, the problems involved get
lirr.rrmlated in the course of some interesting and representative
lristorical positions.

The problem of relating theory and practice acquires rcal
rir.r.iousness and magnitude in a philosophical inquiry into thern.
l,lrilosoirhy, in a certain sense, seeks ultimate and all-comprehcnsive

rrllr in the field of pure theory and attemPts a definition of
rrltiruate gooclness when it examines the values of life. Whilc tlrrtli
:rt :r lorvcr level may be considered apart from'other conccrns of
rrr;rl and the smaller good things of life can be pursucd without
lt'li'r'<:rrcc to truth, when the highest truth and the supremc good are
r.orrsirlcrt:d, the question of their inter-relation becomes an incvitable
is:;rrt:. It is in this sense that the problem is of paramount interest for

tr

plrilosophy.
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(a) In the western tradition

it is customary to regard the spirit

of ancient

Greece as predominantly intellectual, while the Hebrcw
tradition as exemplified in Judaism and Christianity is judged to be
dominantly practical and ethical. This contrast of Hellenic and
Hebrew attitudes to Iife is what we have learnt from accredited interpreters of European culture.

(b) Within the philosophical thought of Greece itself differences
or emphasis arise between two of the leading thinkers of Greece.
Plato, who places the philosophical spirit at the highest possible level,
exalts the philosophers who return to the affairs of men for purposes
of working out the collective elevation of the community. The contemplative ideal of the philosopher is made to culminate in the ethical
exertions of the statesman. This is one indubitable strand in the
of the Republic.
Aristotle, on the other hand, in spite of his repeated bias in
favour of the concrete, the particular and the mundane, places the
contemplative ideal of the philosopher higher than the ideal of moral
activity. This lapse, as lapse we should call it in the light of his
fJeneral prediliction, is reflected in the Aristotelian conception of
God, who is engaged in eternal contemplation of Himself. The
initial avoidance of transcendence and abstraction in the philosophy
of Aristotle works out a strange nemesis and his final thought on what
he regarded as ultimate turns out to be vastly more abstract than the
most abstract imagination of Plato. The difference is conspicuous
and has been noted by all interpreters of Greek thought.
(c) In Christianity itself the contrast between the contemplation
of God and active service of God is vividly presented. The great
story of N{artha and Mary illustrates this contrast and the moral of
that story seems to place the ideal of contemplative .devotion above
that of active service. The controversy in the Christian tradition
concerning justification by works and justification by faith perpetuates
the contrast. The difference between the intellectualist philosophy
of Christianity formulated by St. Thomas Acquinas and voluntarist
version championed by Dun Scotus continues the inherited dualism.
(d) In modern philosophy the great ethical system of Spinoza
is an imposing advocacy of the intellectual love of God. For Kant
understanding yields only phenomenal truth and speculative theology
is riddled with contradictions. The theoretical nature of man alienates him from the Real. Only practical reason as embodied in
moral life puts him in communion rvith reality as it is in itself. Hegel's
Absolute Idea transcends the moral sphere and philosophy understood
sa the absolute consciousness returning to itself in the Notion is the
goal of the spirit's voyage of self-discovery, The absolutist stand is
rcpcated in the Anglo-Hegelian inclusion of goodness in the realm of
appcarances. Bosancluet saw in the Burgsonian emphasis on time,
message
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Silrihlrl,a, Yog,^a and Nyeya arc unaml)isuolls on thc point. This
t:ttrlrltasis on jitlna reachcs utmost emphasis iu thc philosophy of
Saikara. The other point of view, upholding the supcrior role of
kanna, is advocated by only one school of thought, namely, P[rva
If,{imarps5. Even in t}rat system the position is not emphatic and clear,
as the system seems to have hardlv concerned itself with the ideal of
the Supreme Good in its earlier phases and even the later thinkers like
Kumarila provide for the supplcmentation of karma-mlmarhsZ with
aedantu-niSeuana. But the action-oriented trend is represented in the
school on the whole.
We have a slightly different atmosphere in Buddhist thought. It is
on record that the Buddha paid no need to speculativc metaph\rsics
and admitted only as much of philosophical thinking as was necessary
for the supreme task of cradicating suffcring. It is tnre that in his
analysis of the cause of suffering and in his formulation of the noble
eiglrt-fold way the intellectual element is taken into account. AaidlA
is the root-cause of suffering and samltag-drg1i, sam.ltak-sm1ti and samltaksamadhi are essential steps in the way towards niruarya. But the understanding and contemplation are of the nature of practical reason and
are harnessed to the programme of ethical emancipation. In the
Hlnay5na phase of Buddhism this ethical orientation dominates and in
Mahaydna we have a reversion to popular religious devotion on the
one hand and to high abstractions of dialectical metaphysics on the
other. The ideal of individual niru-ar.ta comes to be replaced by the
vision of collcctive salvation. On the whole, authcntic Buddhism
in its uniclueness is predorninantly an ethical idcalism permitting only
as much of metaphysics as rvas rcquircd to repel metaphysical systems
tlrat would annul the way ol' dharma promulrratcd by thc Buddha. We
have an old verse a{Erming the essence of Jainism:
A
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Bondage and liberation are matters of primary concern. Conquest
of self by matter is bondage and arrest of this process through austerity

and self-contol is the way to liberation. Such is the substance of
.Jainism. The practical and ethical direction of the system of Jaina
thought is brought out in this assertion. No departure from this
central principle has taken place in the course of the long evolution of
Jaina thought.
The position of Saflkara must be viewed against this historical
background of Indian thought. There is no doubt that he makes
ample provision for ethical practice as a preparatory discipiine in
spiritual life. Nigkama-karftia. as tatght in the Gita is incorporated into
A<lvaita in this sense. Sure3vara sccms to provide a place for cven
kunya lcarma in thc schcmc of sudhana aspropounded in "Mci,gtarilUta-
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Lilleration is not somr:thilg cschatalogical for Advaita. It is a
:rttainable hcrc auci now. Onc wlto has attained
ol'lrlt:ssctllcss
:;l;rtr.
tlris st irlt: sots an r:tlrical example to mankind and he practises goodness
:rs ir ilIlrttcr. of natu ral spontaneity and not in obedience to the moral
l:Nv. So much is clear. spiritual life as a life of action gets this much
, rl' urrdisputed recognition.
'l'hc question of the greatest importance, of course, concerns
lltt: lature of bondage and the means that couldeffectuate release. For
tlrr: standpoint under consideration time, matter and plurality are
rrltirnately unreal. The only reality without a second is the pure, nonIt.rrrporal and non-dual spirit. Human bondage arises as a result of
the presence of the nor.r-self
1,,,riii.,g as real lvhat is not real. Hence
,,J,r,,rri"rg the sole reality of the self is the fundamental nature of
l,orrclage. The dignity of the ultimate existence is transferred, as it
,r,,.", i'.o* self to the non-self. That error is the substance of evil and
ir*perfection, in oue word, bondage. Naturallv, therefore, the means
lirr emancipation must lie in the attainmcnt of insight into the sole
r.r:ality of the Absolute, the non-dual spirit. What error presents,
rv[at appears as a result of illegitirnate positing, is removable only by
r:nlightenment. It is only knorvledge that can cancel illusion. Hence,
loror-tledge of the Atman is the sole means of release'
Theie is a further reason also in support of this conclusion.
Action is rvhat implies time, change and plurality and as such it is
iruplicated in the unreal. It can only perpetuate and not cancel the
l,,,ric error. Hence knowledge alone is the means for emancipation
:tncl it is so much bereft of the element of action that it comes to be
nitlned t naigkarmya', ' actio.nlessness'. Care iS also taken tO avoid the
t:lcmcnt of volition in kirowledge. Hence it cannot be named
r:ontemplation or rneclitation, as these terrns might imply a willed
to
1rrn..rr, It is cognition unadulterated and pure. It is unnccessary
cognimcdiate
and
,r,rclcrstand the cognition in question as discursive
tion. It is immediate and iDtegral apprehension. It is more
to describe it as experience absolute. Immediacy is the
;rllpropriatc
-of
the self and whatever else is experienced as immediate in life
,,i,r.k
is so cxpericnced ou,ing to its fusion with the self. Ilence this summit
,r[ sclf-apprehension can]ot but be the most immediate experence of the
tlltimate Reality. It is recorded in the intuitive utterance 'I am
Ilralrrnan'.
In the Theistic version of Vedenta the position is altered subs'
tirntially. Neithcr tirne and change, nor plurality and matter are
tllit:n as unreal. 'Ihe essence of bondage lies not in the perception of
<lrutlity but in the non-perception of Brahman, the Absolute self, in
u,lrosc rcality the cmpirical world, supposedly unreal on the previous
vicw, is corrtained as an irreducible aspect. The vision of this supremc
principlc is thc goal of life and cxpansion of human consciousness to

,i,l,lli.
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tlrc r<:r1ui'cr,c,ts of this vision is thc pathway of idcal litc. Thc
patltway is no doubt termcd jftana or knowledgc but is conccivcd as
willcd contcmplation of the nature of loving devotion. It is adoring
meditation and as such rises out of and above mere cognition. while
understanding by way of conviction arising out of evidence matures
into steadv and progressive meditation marked by absorbing love
towards the object of meditation, the field of the mind in rvhich
the meditation has to be planted and nurturecl into fuilness must be
rendered conducive and contributory to this operation by the continuous practice of fundamental virtues and acts of devout righteousness.
There is nothing wrong in action as such when it is directed to
this inner end and its being implicated in time ancl prurarity is no peril
for a view which holds them to be parts of ultimate Reality. Even
within meditation the element of will is incorporated. as its exercise
itself is a matter of deliberate volition and meditation marked bv love
spontaneously issues in complete self-cledication, which is also an act of
will. Thus, Theistic ved6nta seems to provide greater scope for practice, even though it maintains that the contemprative core tf devotion
is the principal factor.
This trend named the bhakti movement received wide-spread
development in Medieval India and penetraies the recent reiigious
movements of India such as the one represented in sri Ramakrishna.
The activist outlook gets revived in a vigorous form in the contemporary traditions of thought initiated by Vivekananda, Tilak, Tagore,

Aurobindo and Mahatma Gandhi. Atl these take car-e to preserve
and perpetuate the contemplative element as ultimate but refuse to
under-rate activism and do not see the necessity for sacrificing it. rt
may be asserted without fear of contradiction that this synthesis of
contemplation and action is a cardinal principle of the Neo-veda-nta
of recent times.

The Necessity for Integrati.on of Contemplation and Action

This rapid and, therefore, superficial notice of the treatment of the
relative status of contemplation and action in some of the significant
systems of thought, European and Indian, is a fitting preamble to a
constructive indication of their possible integration in a truly philosophical life.
The self in us is neither blind will nor inert awareness. Neither
side of our nature can be reduced to the other. This imposes on us
the task of cultivating both. But they cannor be cultivated in mutual
isolation, as that would establish a dualism. Such a dualism would
be our problem and not a solution. Further, activity without understancli,g and contemplation without resoluteness and purpose are
irnpovcrishments of human nature. Action is at its best when illumined
lly u'dcrstanding and contemplation gains its natural dimensions when
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:r passion and a crcative involvcmcnt. Hence, neither
nor action can bc suppressed and done away with.
Nol r':ur lloth be cultivated in mutual separation. An integration of
tlrr: two sidcs of our nature, therefore, seems to be a real necessity.
It is thc possibility of such integration that needs to be explored.
(,,) The possibility of the integration in euestion is suggested in
;rtstlrctic experience. That experience is essentially contemplative but
tlrr: <:orrtemplation is such that it is driven, as it were, by an inner
ulli(: to seek expression. The expression is not just a mechanical
Ilirrrsfcr of the inner vision complete in itself to an external and
r;('nsuous medium. On the contrary, the vision shapes itself into
clrrlity and fullness through the process of expression. The sensuous
lrrrlrodiment is a creative self-formation of the vision. There is no
rlrrrrlrt that art is a creative process and involves practical zeal and
irrtctrsc activity. But all the artistic activity involved is subordinate
;rrrrl instrumental to the contemplation. It is doing that aims at
lrlirrsir-.g about a fuller seeing. In short, artistic experience in the
iutist himself is a contemplation that completes itself through creativc
ricll'-cxternalization and the artistic exertion fulfils itself in establishing
tlrt: contemplation in fullness of actuality. This integral functioning
ol' vision and work of intuition and expression, of contemplation and
:rt'tivity is a fruitful illustration and its moral demands amplification in
lili: as a whole. Not merely is this fusion at w'ork in the creative
;rrlist but also in the spectator r44hose experience is a faint analogue of

il
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rat of the artist.

(b)

This fusion is an accomplished reality in religious experience.

l(t:ligion at the preliminary levels may be mere faith or aspiration but
irr its height it claims to be a perception of the Infinite. It is not that
tlris apprehension or direct experience is ever conceived in purely
r'ognitive terms. It is held as the highest value, the Supreme Good. In
polxrlar language the religious experience is both God-realization and
sr:ll'-rcalization ; it is both a discovery of the Supreme Reality and the
:rtttinment of the Supreme Good.
In the preparation for the ascent to the high destiny, the active
elt:rnent in human nature is fully mobilized and put into operation.

Worship is essentially a matter of practice and worship conceived
liglrtly involves the dedication of the whole personality of the
rv<lrshipper to the activc endeavour after communion. As already
rrotcd, the experiential communion is both a vision and a fulfilment.
'l'lrc consequence of this experience in the life of the individual is not
llurt hc passes out of the realm of activity and the world's concerns but
tlrat he is cnergised and re-enters the realm of activity with unprecr:tlcntcd dynamism. The new force of personality generated by the
cxpcriencc libcrates him into wider fields of God-centred action and
Irc cr:mes to be an instrument and a channel for the ever-expanding
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Ilow ol' intcnsc activity, inspircd as hc thinks by a sotlrcc l>cyond
himsclf and {br a good be1'ond his orvn. Thcrc is a passivity iu the
great mystics which distinguishcs itself in the reahn of human history
as l:ounclless activity, with unpredictable por\,cr and uncommorl
clarity of purpose .
This paraclox of religion as a contemplation tirat is the fulfilment
of life and, at the same time, as imparting a new passion and motivation, is but a revclation of the integral ciraractcr ofreligious experience.
A philosophy that is convinced of the clcsirability of uniting contemplation and action can do nothing better than approximate to the
condition of religious expcriencc. In this special sense, religion, it
would appear, fulfils thc aspiration of philosophy.
(c) Perhaps there is no work in the world's philosophical
literature, other than the Gifi, which seems cxplicitlv designed to
meet thc challcnge of this problem. It is even likely that the very
tlreme of tlre seminar has been suggested by the Gtfi, though the
problcm we are discussing has received wide-spread recognition in all
the reflective litcrature of the higher cultures. It is unnecessary for
our purpose to go over the entire argument of thc Gita and to take
note of the divergent interpretations its message has evoked. Fortunately, the central thought of the work is stated unarnbiguously and
that ovcr and ovcr again. It has everything to do with our theme.
It is necessary, at the outsct, to rccognize the doctrinal limitations
within which lbe Gitu, propounds its theory of contcmpiation and
action. From 1hc standpoint of tbe Gim, any vicw which takes ilran
to be merely a ph1'sical entity or system without a srrpcr-ph1 sical and
immortal principle is an absurdity. Similarly, to look upon tlie
universe as merely a temporal and physical order not rooted in air
absolute divine principlc and not sustained by its interpenctrating
presence is an absrrrdity of absurdities. The summum bonum for man
lies in integrating his immortal essential being with the infinite deity
through a total utilization of all the resources of his personalityvolitional, emotional and intellectual-for that high purpose in a
supreme endeavour. The Glta formulates the ideal way of life within
this frame of rcference. It is immatcrial whether this specific perspective is judged too narrow or too broad. It is only important to remember that it is within it that the argument takcs shape.
The teaching of the Gitd is occasioned by Arjuna's proposal to
retire from the bloody action about to be initiated. Sri Krishna
enlightens him through his philosophical discourse and dispels the error
that was blocking his natural activism. Arjuna acknowledges ar the
cnd that his error has been annihilated and that hc would do the
tcachcr's bidding. Even a commentator like Sarihara admits that the
Gilc irrculcatcs action in Arjuna. He says . as thc Bhagavan is a
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sul)r'('rn(: u'cll-rtisltcr to Arjuna, He tcachcs l'ir:n karma-'t'ogd not associ'
rrtcrl witlr thc sttprcmc non-dualistic wisdom' :
_),a.rntrrcca
n

rt
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ita

arjmmsla alltantomeua hitaigt bhagauan taya sams'ogdar{enanb he dad r ; 1 i m ant am ea a up adi I ati.
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Thc other interpreters of the Gitd frnd it even less difficult

to

import of the Gifi. But the activity advocated in
llrt'. Gifi is sought to be exalted through a fundamental spirit of
irst:cticism in action. Action sublimated by a clear awareness of the
rrattrre of the self and freed from the binding craving for the realiza'
rion of personal ends and dedicated to God in the spirit of $'orship is
rvlrat is enjoined. Hence the contemplative spirit, the element of
spiritual awareness enters into the very substance of action. 'Ihis is tlie
significance of the paradoxical assertion that the wise man sees actioll
irr in-action and in-action in action. Inaction in the context is what
is other than action; it is contemplation. Ilence, nailkarmya,
litcrally meaning actionlessness, is taken as signifying knowledge.
'l'his is again the significance of the celebrated BrahrnErpaltam versc.
The action so performed does not terminate in itsr;lf. It gctrerates
t'All action culminates in
thc state of steadyminded contemplation.
lilrowledge". The glowing accoupts of the man of knowledge given
scvcral times in the Gitd corne in at this stage. The knorvledge extolled
in this fashion is no mere ratiocination; it is apprehension direct and
it is the a1 prehcnsion
lrr.rceptual of the nature of man andGodi rather
<rf man in God and God in man.
From the standpoint of the Gtfi it is hardly fair and proper to
<lcscribe this knorvledge in narrowly intellectual terms. It is conten-rplativc apprehension maturing into adoration. saikara designates it as
of action
'.iftani-tak;aqa bhakti'. Now, lthat happens to the element
tlrat prepared the way for this illumination ? Has it dropped out
altogether as its work is over or does it re-enter the perflectcd life?
'fltc Gtm even according to Sarikara, insists upon the resumption and
continuance of action for purposes of the good of tire world:
allm manltase-janakAdibhill ajanadbhilt eua kartaalarh karmakrtarh tatata

ir(:(:opt tlris activistic

iti?

nattal)tam arytenakartaa)ath sam\agdarlanat,ala krtarthena
pi p r ayj anarh s afn p a i "t an l; a r turh ar ha s i'
I t ka.r a m gr aht tm e ua

tathApi tuarh

r

Suresvara adds that action as a means to perfection is superseded
lrrrt action tl.rat results from the vcry perfection flows in unimpeded
ir|rrrndance. Tlte Gifi urges tl.re frrrther unansrveralllc consideration
that cven God incarnate as Krishr.ra is engaging Himseli in ceasclcss
:rctivity for the worlt.l's good, even though He l-ras to rvork for Dothing
to lrc attaincd lty way of perfection. Ramdnuja dralys tl.re surprising
gonscqcncc that a man of knorvledge will suffer diminution of
L,rowlcdgc if he does not 1'ork for the good of the world. Brothcr
Lirwrcnct tells us in tThe Practice of the Presence of Gocl' that 'he
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Comments

R. K. Triltathi

takes place.

That the basic tenet of the Gtn is trre integratio,
of contempration
a,d action is symboricary e,unciatea in the
last verse of the text:
"Wherever Krishna, the Lord of Co,templation, and
Arjuna, tl,re
warrior ready r+,ith his bow, are together,
one may ,e sure, that there
will come about all the triumph urrjglory,,.
we may concrude, therefore, trrat aestrretic
experie,ce ilrusrrates
the possibility of uniting.the contemprutio'.
urra practical dimensions of
human personality and that such a .rnin"utio,
- -Th"is an accomplishment in
the high altitude of religious
classic
Hindu tradition, the Bhagaaad"*p..i.r...
"".rt.ul the of the
itfi, works out elaborately
integration in terms of both ultimate prirr.iples
u.rd .o.r.r.re details.

It is cli{ficult to comment on a paper with which one generally agrees
lrrrt it is cqally difficult to agree with anyone wholly. Prof. Raghavachar
:rtlrlts by pointing out two kinds of interdependence between thought
:rrrrl conduct. There is first of all such a thing as endeavour after
l.rrorvcldge which means a combination of knowledge and practice,
rrntl secondly the pursuit of the good requires an awareness of means
:rrr<l cnds which again means a synthesis of knowledge and conduct.
'l'lrr:n he points out that while theory aims at truth, pratice isfor realizirrrl the good. But truth and goodness need not be exclusive since
llrr: o11s rnay be so defined as to include the other. Conflict arises
only when we take truth and,,goodness in a narrow sense. Here
I rvor,rld like to point out that Prof. Raghavachar insi:ts on the
irrlt:r-clependence of knowledge and action without defining them.
llr: rloes not ask the question whether it is necessar.y that knowledge
slrould ahvays be followed by action. It is possible to show that action
r()t ()nly need not but cannot follow knowledge. For example, when
tlrt: goal is found to l>e impossible or false or harmful.
After the above preamble, the Professor gives a review of representiilive positions in the west and in India. Efe comes to the main thesis
<,1'his paper in the fourth section where he points out the necessity of
llro integration of contemplation and action. He begins by asserting
llr;rt the self in us is neither blind will not inert awareness and
rlrlt ncither side of our nature can be reduced to the other. Ttris
is thc mataphysical basis of his thesis, but this thesis has neither been

nor substantiated. It is not clear whether he is talking
of our empriical consciousness which is characterised by knowk'rlqt:, fceling and rvilling or of the self which is presumably
<lillcrcnt from these empirical states. If knowing fecling and will constitrrtc the nature of the self, then there seems to be nothing left for
lt':rlization ; it is alrezrdy realized. If, however, the self is something

cxplained
lrr:r'c

lrt:yoncl these empirical states, then one cannot argue for these states in
llrc namc of tire self.
As regards the qucstiou of the integration of thcory and practice,
il sr:cms to us tliat the author regards theory, contemplation and
lirrou,lt:clqc syr)ollylnously, though they or-rght to lte properly distinguishcrl. It is confusirlg to rcgard knou,ledge and theory as one and it is

to rcs:rrd contcmplation as a kind of action. Unless aclear
rlistinctiou bctrvccn thcory and practicc or contemplation and action
lrrrssilrlc

()r kn()\vl('(l[](' :ur(l rvill is rrurrlr', il u,orrlrl lx: rlillicrrlt. to tttttlt:r'strrtttl
rvlrcrc orrt) cntls arrtl llrt: otlrcr lrcgins. 'l'lro tttort: irttportartt point t<r

which wc want to draw attcntion

is

tlrat it is uot clcar whctlrcr lirr

Prof. Raghavachar, thcory and practice ma2 be intcgratcd or ttrusl bc
integrated. The example or the analogy of aesthetic experier.rce which
he cites to support his case suggests that the integration is necessary,
for it " is doing that aims at bringing about a fuller seeing". But he
says that " it is true that the discipline however ethical may not culminate in knowledge". Moreover, he takes it for granted tl:at there
are degrees in seeing or knowledge and that one can ascend up only
through action. Again we wonder whether it is proper to compare
knowledge with aesthetic expericnce which is based on imagination and
feeling. It would appear that it is not knowledge that requires fulfilment but some other urge behind it.
In his analysis of religious experience, Prof. Raghavachar agrees
that religion at its highest is a perception of the Infinite, which is at
once a discovery of the supreme Reality and also the attainment of tlre
supreme Good. If so, the Professor does not make it clear how and
whether it is necessary to supplement that experience by action. What
is left for which action is necessary ? If for example one comes to
realize that God is the agent and that He is rnangabnaya or doing good
to everybody, is there any room((left for effort and action ? What is
most astonishing is his rcmark that religion fulfils the aspiration of
philosophy ". This statcrnent may appear to be unjustified in view of
the fact that no clear-cut distinction betwcen religion and philosophy
or betwecn the scopes of thc two has becn madc. If philosophy stands
for knowledge, it is possible to take thc vierv that philosophy is a
self-suflicient and independent discipline and stands in no need of
supplementation by religion. Again, is it not confusing to say that
religion stands only for practice without any theory in it ?
Prof. Raghavachar draws support for his thesis from, hir interpretation of the Bhagavad-Glta. But it is surprising that he forgets
that according to the Gitd though Saikhya and Yoga lead to the same
goal, they are distinct and not supplementary to each other (daidha
niglha). That all action culminates in knowledge should only mean
that ali action is prior to knowledge but his example of aesthetic
experience suggests that action fulfils knolvledge or comes after knowledge. One may agree that there ma1 6a some lit'e of action even after
tlre attainment of knowledge but it does not follow that there must be a
life of action after knowledge. If knowledge leads to the realization
of the goal of life, on what basis is it possible to say that there must be
action even after ? When Ramdnuja says that knowledge will suffer
climinution if one does not do good to the world, he takes knowledge
nrcrcly in the sense of intellectual conviction and not in the sense of
immcdiate experience of which it has been said na aardltate karma4d no
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The history of the relations between trrcory and practice in trre \\rest is
instructive' schematically, yet truly, it may be said to be the history

of a gradual dissociation, if rve mean by practice not activitl, as such,
but moral activity or activity by right.
For Socrates, indeed, as far as one can juclge, to know virtue is to
be virtuous, for it is impossibre reaily to knolv courage, without r:ei,g
courageous : if rve rvill know courage, we have to be born to co,r,ge,
to unite with it arrd to cha,ge into it. Thus knowledge is not
a mcrc observation of an exter,al ol-rject, ncither it is recliced to a
logical judgement, but it implics in,er tra.slorr,atioi-r and thercfore
has an ethical and spiritual dimension. K.on,leclge is a .statc of the
mind to be acquired.
In my opinion, Plato's tho,ght srrould be unclcrstood i* trrc sarne
way. The soul knows Idcas only by mca,s of a becorning. \\,licn it
makes use of the body, it is clr:ra.ecd arva1, from itsclf, it siaggers, as if
it werc drunk. The.efore, it has to detach itsclf fro', tl,c body arnd to
k,orv by itself. rror rvhat is purc is scizcd o'lv I;y,what is p.re. The
soul knows Ideas b1, cliscovering its ki,ship with thcm, tlrat l, to sa1, by
becoming what it is, pure, iclc,tical a.d imrnortal, as Ideas are.
one sometimes maintains tlrat the kriowleclge of Ideas is a matter
of theory, whereas the consicleration of the Good belongs to tlie
practical order. It is not so. Trre Good gives birtrr tJ I.leo, lry
illuminating them, and these givc sensible thir.rgs the propriety of being
as it is good for thenr to be : the radiation of the Goocl extencls through
the rvhole universc. In the reversc clirection, rnan raises himself to the
level of Ideas at the cost of a purification which affects his cntire soul
and, through their mediation, he bends ton,ards the Good by tlie same
movcment, both theoretical and practical.
wc can u.dcrstand Plato,ic philosophy only if we perceivc that it
expresses a religious tradition, as is shown by the part played l:y the
pricstess of Mantinea in the Banquet or the .( ancient lradition,, in
Phaedo. otherwisc, Ideas appcar only as logical notions, and plato,s
tlrouglrt is rcduced to the reasonings which abound in the Dialogues,
I{orv can w'e fail to recognize thc etriical and spiritual significance of
Plato's plrilosophy? In his book entitle d The-Greek East and thc Latin
llTc.rt (oxford University Prcss, 1959, p. 5), philip sherrad givcs thc
Iirllorvirrg answcr : 6( Plato stood at the cnd, rathcr than at ttil bcgl,r-
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Aristoile already represents another doctrinal tendency as is
tppafent from the criticism that he levels at the Socratic thesis: for
t,i*, to know virtue is not yet to possess it; the knowledge of virtue
lras not the status of an end; or again : it is true that virtue is
constitutrrccompanied by reason, but it is wrong to regard it as being
knowthe
stagirite,
for
that,
implies
this
Now
alone.
t:d by reason
and
by
Socrates
it
to
atuibuted
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the
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not
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it
only of how
Aristotle,s criticism of the Platonic theory of Ideas also shows that
hrrowlcdge has not for him the same moral and spiritual significance.
,l.he idea or essence of a sensible being, according to him, cannot be
liruncl outside this being ; it is actually in the sensible and conceptually
irr our minds. But Aristotle does not sec that the essence of a sensible
tfiing, in Plato,s doctrine, resides outside it as its transcendent cause.
'l'hc Stagirite is no longer concerned with the knowledge of the
ascent on the part of the
llrinciplei of things, t".1ri.i.rg a spiritual
resernble them and be united with
he
should
that
in
order
irl,ilostphcr,
ilre*, lr,rt with a knorvlcclge all on a level, that of thc concept we can
lbstract from thc scnsible, Therefore, Aristotle situates intelligence on
:urothcr level than Plato. As it has been said in the Middle Ages,
Irlato looks up towards heaven, while Aristotle keeps iD contact with
thc carth. The old Muslim philosophy has overcome this opposition,

itM
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the ntutorril la.or,
effects of the Ideas,
and thirdly theAristotelian concepts. Notwithstanding,
thrs ofposition
points out to two tendencies of inteilectualism,
orrJ'*oy de- cailed
mystical, the other rationalist. rn the ratter,
intellection is not morar
universals ante rem, in re and, post rem, that
is to say
secondly the Aristotelian essences conceived
as the

action,

in the former

it is. From Aristotle,s criticism raised against
Socrates, there follows the distinction betrveen
metaphysics and ethics,
as well as the distinction between inteilect
and will. This last distinc-

tion

is-certainly useful and represents a progress,
if we are concerned
with the description o! the ordinary man;-but it is
definitively u ,.,
back in relation to the final aim of the mind,
which is the unity of its
powers' The remembrance of this state of unity is
present in Arirtotre,s
works, particularly in the. famous passage of the
Nicomachean Ethics,
w-he1e the philosopher mentions the joy
ani self-suffi"i.rr"f oi
plation.

"or,"*-

Greek thought

did not come to its end with Aristotle: Iater on,
_
Stoicism proposed a vision of the world, which is at the
same time a
spiritual path. For, if we actualry uncterstand that a
universal Reason
is the law of all events, which are connected by it rike
causes and
effects, and if we trury know that the reason of
every human being
is a part of the universal Reason, we have at the same
time the
rule and the force to act; wc are abre to accept au
events independent
of us, as wanted by God, and fear, desire, regrct, have
no place in us

any more.
But in spite of the appearance of new philosophical
currents, the
Plato-Aristotle antithesis dominates the westirn thought
for a long time,
in as much as it iliustrates the opposition between a
theory conceived
as-a practical path, because it assumes a rerigious
tradition of bliss and

and a metaphysics, which is a speculation of the inteuigent
man who remains on his human level. at ine end
of th. Cre"k f".ioa,
as we know, Platonism was reinforced by Neoplatonism,
'wrrich
inherited most of the earlier doctrinal trends, a.,d
taught a theory
which was one with practice: to know the primordial
salvation,

source of the
is to know what we truly are and to become that; furthermore, outward action, depending on contemplation, is,
as it were,
universe

shadow.

its

Indeed, the Plato-Aristotle antithesis is found again
in the west in
the christian era. The doctrine of the Greek Fathers
even that
of St Augustine are analogous to plato,s, while the and
thought of St
Thomas is in some respects reminiscent of Aristotle's.
rn the"teaching
of Origen and the Cappadocians, as in that of Denys
or of Maximus
the confessor several centuries rater, contemplation,
which muy rise to
the level of agnisia, or mystic ignorance, goes hand in hand
with

unl l'raclicc in lhc liuolulion of
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prrrification and consists in the restoration of God's image in man.
t'God bccamc man so that man might become God" is the formula in
which Greek theology is expressed and which is still to be found with
those Latins, who are most indebted to it, Iike John Scotus in the ninth
century. All the writers maintain that speculation, being the contemplation of God, is divine contemplation or deification (thebsis); it has
the character of an event, and therefore of the practical as much as the
theoretical. This is why it can engender and regulate outward actior,
to which it imparts its perfection. Of course, we find moral commandments in the Christian Scriptures, but these do not appear to the wise
man as commands from the outside; they are considered in their
divine origin and seized as contained in the Truth or the Good, which
is the object of the spiritual or mystical knowledge.
Most certainly, St Thomas Aquinas also aims at restoring the
divine image in us. For him, the image of God is somehow already
present in man by reason only of his existence (imago creationfs) ; in the
righteous, it is present to a higher'degree by virtue of the grace by
which they are illuminated imago recreationis), and. in the blessed it is
complete (imago similitudinis). The path which he describes leads
therefore to heavenly bliss by way of the sacrements of the Church.
But this goal is achieved here below after an effort of " natural " or
" scientific " thinking. The theologian is situated on the level of man
as man and is not a divinized meditator, as he is with Denys; he is
a scientist who inquires into the nature of God to the full extent of
his human reasoning powers. Here, then, we have " objective "
knowledge which does not involve man's entire life, and once again
we observe a certain dissociation of theory and practice. In fact, if
it is a question of reaching God, love takes precedence over intellect.
But it remains that thomism is an intellectualism, since the clear
vision of the last goal necessarily involves volition. It is no longer
the case with the later Franciscan school, which teaches the autonomy
of will in relation to intellect. Thus, we may sum up what we have
observed till now as follows: in Platonism, intellect and will are
one, because knowledge, which bears on the Divine, requires the
assimilation of the knower with it; in Aristotelianism, intellection
is distinguished from volition, but as a rule dominates volition ; finally,
from the end of the thirteenth century with the Franciscans, intellection guides the act of the will without causing it. So the intelligible
loses its spiritual and existential plenitude and a doctrine appears,
which may be already called ooluntarism.
The trend derived from Platonism and the Greek Fathers persisted
after the time of St Thomas Aquinas ; the name of Master Eckhart is
enough to remind us of this fact. But modern philosophy has often
stressed the rationalistic tendency which is a feature of Aristotelianism.
Modern philosophy may be explained also to a large extent by the
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clinrination of the spiritual and mystical aspect

of Platonism and

by

the reduction of the latter to

some doctrinal structures emptied of
their original contents. For instance, Descartes uses again Platonic
themes : the refusal of senses, the soul first known and God better
known than the body. But with Descartes God is only the guarantor
of the certitude of the human knowledge ; He is not its object and
its end. Knowledge which inhabits the Cartesian soul has mathematics for its ideal and wants to be purely scientific and human.
Nevertheless the French philosopher hopes to deduce moral rules from
science, but since science is incomplete, he formulates provisional
ethics.

As for Leibniz, he makes God the keystone of his explanation of
the world ; in comparison with that of Descartes, his thinking is less
centered in man. But the intelligence at work with him is not the
mystic intelligence of the Greek Fathers ; Leibniz already belongs to
modern dogmatic rationalism, of which we may wonder whether it has
not carried the ambition of human knowledge to excessive heights.
The Good is also the principle of Leibniz's philosophy, as with so
many Platonici.ans : God is good; therefore His action is also good
and the world He chooses among the infinity of possible worlds, is the
best. The man, contained in the best world, acts equally according
to the rule of the best ; the sole difference from God is that man can
fail to recognize the bestl thebest can be for him only the apparent
best. But no matter, human actions, even imperfect, are included
in the best world that God has chosen without being mistaken. Compared with ancient or medieval doctrines, where thought is divine
contemplation, Leibniz's system appears as a construction of the
modern, rational thinking. This system is great and noble indeed,
but in it theory has no longer the same moral and spiritual bearing as
it used to have.
Kant's situation in the evolution of Western thought is particularly instructive for us. From a science concerned only with phenomena, Kant cannot derive the principles of practical living. Therefore, Kant is more successful than Descartes in understanding the
nature of modern intellectuality : bound to experimentation and
deduction, it no longer has any practical scope: the moral commandment is different in kind from the scientific operations about the
sensible things. Thus the opposition between knowledge and action,
nature and ethics, so characteristic of modern thought, comes to
light. Some people often think that this opposition is a definitive
one; on the contrary, it corresponds to a certain stage of the philosophical evolution and is not true in itself. If theory is scientific knowledge, it is obvious that theory is foreign to practice, for science is
always incomplete and cannot rule human action with the authority
of an absolute legislator. Thus the keystone of philosophy comes to
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clu'istian Platonic tradition ; Ibr this rcason, it has be<:omc almost
impossible to translate their writings into modern Westcrn languages.
When Augustin for instance speaks of knowledge of God, what type of
knowledge can this word evoke in the mind of a modern readcr ?
Empirical knowledge of the sensible world or deductive knowledge ?
But both are irrelevant here. The same problern arises in translating
Oriental texts. How the word buddhi, for instance, is to be rendered ?
A. Ganganatha Jha does not conceal his embarassment about it:
('intellect seems for him to be insufficient he proposes will and,
"
"
;
"
commenting on the jft-ana property of the buddhi, he adds : " To
attribute the property of wisdom to buddha' is to give it the dual
character of Intellect and Will."r
The dissociation between theory and practice therefore goes hand
in hand with a transformation in the meaning of the word " theory ".
In the beginning, theory is an act of intelligent consciousness, involving all the powers of the soul, reason, will, affectivity, faith, energy,
and so on; theory is practice, that is to say an inward behaviour,
from which springs outward action. At the end, theory is pure
logical thinking considered in itself or as systematic interpretation of
facts. Who reflects on this evolution in the meaning of theorn will
be absolutely stupefied by it.
Under these conditions, what is it that justifies ethical propositions nowadays, since it is fairly generally agreed that the mere logical
thinking has no ethical significance ? Our philosophers often stress the
heterogeneity of science and morals: it is impossible, they say, to
deduce ethical propositions from scientific evidence. Kant already
knew it and Hume had insisted on the impotence of reason as far as
human behaviour is concerned. Then, have ethical propositions an
objective foundation outside the reason which operates in sciences, and
what is the nature of this foundation ?
There are remains today of the Kantian philosophy of duty or
moral commandment. It is worthy of respect, but consecrates the
dissociation between knowledge and action. Scheler's material ethics
provide another solution of the moral problem, of which RenC le
Jeune has given an equivalent in France. In this perspective, science
also is moral activity, since it is animated by the search of the value
tttruth". But truth as value is not truth as such. The first stimulates an effort of knowledge, which is concerned with concrete or
mental objects I the second is in itself the end of knowledge, but a
knowledge conceived this time as union with the absolute.
Other philosophers situate ethical propositions in the sphere of
mere subjectivity, either as J. P. Sartre in Being and Non'being for the
sake of a type of existentialism, which rejects all norms anterior to
action, in order to save human freedom, or as the neopositivists and
uatrrrc of thc iutclligcnr:e rcl'clrccl to lly
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Eliot Deutsch

Dr. Brunner's paper exhibits an effort to characterize Western
thought, more or less from its beginning to today, in terms of the

degreetowhich tttheory" and "practice" are conjoinedinit. He
finds that for Socrates and Plato " theory and practice are one," but
that for Aristotle tht:y are dissociated, and that subsequent Western
philosophy becomes aligned to one or the other of these models, with
the vast majority of important thinkers, unfortunately, following the
Aristotelian lead.
Now although Dr. Brunner offers us many historical insights, and
although I find myself in deep sympathy with the fundamental concern
set forth in his paper, Dr. Brunner fails, it seems to me, to recognize
that the real inherent tension in Western thought is not between theorypractice (of a religious-mystical kind) and theory alone (of a dogmatic
rationalistic form), but that it is between two or more kinds o{'theory-

Dr. Brunner rightly notes that for a Plotinus,

an

Eckhart, the accluiring of knowledge is also the being of what is known,
that insight involvcs the transformation of the whole person, but he
does not note that for an Aristotle, a Descartes, a Kant, the acquiring
of knowledge is also an activity, and an activity of a special kind. It
is a form of practice which involves both the mind and the heart ; it
involves the person, and provides its own kind of intellectual satisfaction. Psychologically, we know today that there is no such thing as an
act of tt pure " disinterested reason ; that thought functions only in
connection with feeling (and commitment), that intellectual interests,
like all other interests, are stimulated and quickened only by needs,
and so on.
If we are to characterize the whole of Western thought along the
lines suggested by Dr. Brunner (and I must admit I'm not really
inclined to do so) then it seems to me that we have to look carefully at
the various spiritual values that motivate and inform the major philosophical visions and attempt to understand these values in their own
terms. The history of Western thought is surely something more than
a mere opposition between lively mysticism and deadly rationalism.
Bvery school of thought in fact (and this seems to hold as well with
Eastern traditions) exhibits a kind of " development " from an initial
phasc of exciting discovery (usually accompanied by some form of
spiritual practice) through a period of elaborate sy$temization, to a
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ol'highly tct:llrical, arrd t>llen rathcr dull, scholasticism'
points arc made by Dr. Brunner which need,
I think, sornc clari{ication. He asks : t'Why can we fail to recognize
thc cthical and spiritual significance of Plato's philosophy ?" Who is
('the ethical and spiritual
thc .,wc,' here? I would havethought that
significance of Plato,s philosophy " has indeed been widely recognized.
Dr. Brunner states that with respect to Aristotle's treatment of
thc problem of virtue .'it is theory only". Within the framework of
I)r. Brunner's own terms, I just don't understand this statement. I
always thought that Aristotle conceived of philosophy (at least of
,. firsi philosophy ") as the active contemplati,on of basic principles, with
,. virtue,, indeed being something to be realized inwardly. I think
there is more of Plato in Aristotle than Dr. Brunner is willing to
adrnit.
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On Bcing Philosophical

..I'IIIIORY AND PRAC'IICTT IN THII IIVOLU'TION
OF WIISTBRN 'IHOUGHT'

Troy )rgan

Qsmmsn1t

Andre Mercier

There is a tendency among philosophers to interpret the scission which
has parted rational thought into science on the one hand and a
quest " on the other, as indicating that
science has paradigmatically taken over the role of theory or " pure
reason", whereas tt practical reason " is consequently alien to science
and promotes alone the world of action in man's quest of his self :
Science would, says Brunner, remain with us as a rationalistic quest
deprived of its spiritual dimension and it attempts even at eating up the
remnant of morals into some sort of naturalism.
This, it seems to me, is a wrong view of the true nature of
science. Science is primarily concerned with praxis as well as with
theory, for it is the making of a knowledge as an act which requires
a steady close intercourse of praxis and theory known in the intricate
process of verification which literally means a making truth to actual
truth even if it is not final or absolute truth about the self or about
absolute being. But precisely science is meant to do the job by
avoiding the problem of such absolutes: it is an ordeal in objectivity
which systematically avoids scholastics or orthodoxy.
This is made possible by the application of mathematical-like

" remaining philosophical

reason not as a science (for mathematics is not a science) but as a power,

which in virtue of an " either (correct) or (incorrect) " which is its
working criterium, is equivalent to so strict a discipline of the mind
that it (mathematics) surpasses the vigour of the discipline of ethics.
Contemporary science is not as Aristotelian in nature as Dr.
Brunner says; it is rather Pythagorean if anything to be looked for in
Antiquity (and in that sense Platonic if you wish)
So the Aristotelian impact does not concern its fundamental
character, but its method.

If you insist calling science "theory", then it is theory in the
Pythagorean sense even if the contemplation and the progress (as
religious procession) implied by that sense seem totally absent from
modern science which has put in a bracket, if not even deprived its
activity of, the sense for the sacred,-a bracket never sincerely reopened since the days of Laplace. But the putting-in-a-bracket is an
asceticism, and is part of the game played by Western scientists.
Yet perhaps it is not a necessary condition for good science, and I
should not be surprised if Indian thinkers would, thanks to their
tradition, help getting rid of the unnecessary condition.

Sometimes we in the West admonish each other to be philosophical.
We use expressions like " Let's be philosophical about this " or t' I
do hope you will be philosophicai in this matter ". Very closely
related to these admonitions are recommendations to take a philosophical attitude : " Now take it philosophically " or " Take a philosophical attitude about this. " But I want to consider wider situations
than those in which we ask another to feel philosophically or to think
philosophically. I want to consider the situations in which we advise
each other to 6c philosophical. We are now using the expression
" being philosophical " in a lay sense. Later in this paper we shall
examine what philosophers mean by being philosophical.
The recommendation to be philosophical is not offered in tragic
situations. It would be in bad taste, and very inconsiderate, to say to
the parents who have lost a child, " I think you ought to be philosophical about this." Usually the situation that calls for the admonition is one in which the element of humour is possible. It's the sort
of thing one might say to\ a friend who has lost one hundred dollars
betting at the horse races, or whose golf ball has been sliced into the
trees, or who has been accidentally doused with a cup of coffee by a
careless waitress. A wife who drives the car home with a freshly
dented fender might begin her explanation with, "Dear, please be
philosophical about this. It could have been much worse. And I
wasn't injured at all. "
The admonition to be philosophical reveals a number of things
about how philosophy is conceived in the West by the non-philosopher.
In the first place, it shows that philosophy is thought of as a way of
acting that can be voluntarily engaged in, and presumably, that can
be voluntarily rejected. In the second place, it suggests that on some
occasions the activity of being philosophical is desirable, and presumably, that on some occasions it is not desirable. And in the third
place, it suggests that being philosophical is a recognizable activity;
we can distinguish who is and who is not being philosophical, and
when one is and when one is not being philosophical.
As part of the preparation for the writing of this paper I asked a
number of people, both philosophers and non-philosophers, what they
thought was demanded by "Be philosophical." I received responses
such as "Be indifferentr" "Become thick-skinned," "Roll with the

punchr" ttGrin and bear it," t'Think about it, but don't be
disappointed if it does not come out as you had hopedr" and "Play it
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it solvcs. For cxanrple, it will be a great day for
Inclian philosophy when Sarikara is no longer presentcd as an Indian
Kant or Bradley ! Again we'll never understand Indian philosophy if
we think in terms of dichotomies : philosophy ocrsus religion, philosophy oersus science, philosophy oersus art. If there is an Indian philosophy beyond Indian music, sculpture, painting, architecture, Iiterature,
dance, ethics, and religion, it is the unity within these activities. This
unity is in the acts, not separate from them or imposed upon them.
Unifying concepts such as Brahrnan, Satchid-ananda, Sat and, Tat are
inherent in the nature of things, not transcendent to things. Indian
philosophy is religious in the widest sense of that term. In other words,
in India there has not developed an existential revolt against essentiaas many proltlems as

Iism because Indian philosophy has always been existential; it has
always been an ingredient of sddhana. There was no s-adhana that
became in time philosophical, nor a philosophy which in time became
a sddhana. When the six orthodox systems developed in India each of
the systems was presented as a soteriology, a way to end the sufferings
inherent in the human condition. But this was not an innovation I the
speculations of the Vedic literature were so presented, although their
sddhana srressed more the positive attainment of happiness than the
negative escape from pain. Radhakrishnan has written, .. On account
of the close connection between theory and practice, doctrine and life,
a philosophy which could not stand the test of life, not in the pragmatistic but the larger sense of the term, had no chance of survival. To
those who realise the true kinship between life and theory, philosophy
becomes a way of life, an approach to spiritual realization...... Every
doctrine is turned into a passionate conviction, stirring the heart of
man and quickening his breath."8
Let us turn now to comparisons and contrasts. In the West being
philosophical means acting in accord with a certain attitude toward
events, the attitude expressed by Bpictetus as .. Nothing can hurt me:,,
It means being sufficiently removed from immediate concerns that one
may see life steadily and as a whole. The philosopher is a drop-out
in the sense that he maintains sufficient paychological <listance to
evaluate the passing scene. Philosophy as conceived in the West
encourages separation of theory and practice. The traditional perch
for viewing philosophically is the ivory tower. Milton in parad,ise
Lost placed philosophers in hell where even there they detached themselves from events:
Others apart sat on a hill retired,
In thoughts more elevate, and reasoned high
Of Providence, Foreknowledge, Will and Fate,
Fixed fate, free will, foreknowledge absolute,
And found no end, in wandering mazes lost..
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The l)anish existentialist Kierkegaard accused the philosophers of"
llrrildirrg grcat mansions of thorrght and then living in a doghouse
l>eside the mansions. In classical India being philosophical meant
bcing attached rather than detached. An orthodox @slika) philosopher accepted one of the systems and lived in accord with the
guidelines of that system. This existential involvement in the human
scene may seem superior to Stoic detachment, but a price was paid.
The marketplace is where the action is, but the mau in the marketplace never has the overall view of the man in the tower. An indication of this is a curious insensitivity of Indians towards history. They
became a traditional-minded people rather than a historical-minded
people. Their first history was written by Westerners. They had no
point of view from which to measure progress, and as a result very
little social, economic, or intellectual progress was made during the
centuries ef greatest growth in the West. Indian creativity had run
its course by the fifteenth century. The dark ages settled down on the
subcontinent. A renaissance of sorts was stimulated by contact with
the British in the nineteenth century, but the genuine renaissance was
expected to come after August 15, l9+7. Unfortunately the problems
since independence have been so many and so complex that the new
nation has not yet attained the position of cultural leadership many
had hoped she would reach in her first quarter century. One of her
early acts as a nation delighted philosophers around the world. What
other nation planned during the second .vear of its existeuce for the
publication of a comprehensive history of philosophy ? The book
itself speaks for the high principles of this young nation, and the

motivation for publication as stated by the editors is superb : " ft
may perhaps lead to a better understanding, and demonstrate the
unity of human aspirations which transcend geographical and national
limitations."6 It is on this note that I now wish to turn our considerations.

The differences of East and West are only cultural. Beneath the
differences is a " unity of human aspirations. " The desire for health,
knowledge, peace, and love are the desires of all men regardless of
colour, creed, and nationality. Such aspirations are what make us
human. Integral to these aspirations are the literature and art by

which we give form to our humanity. The generic name for these
contributors of form is culture. And it is culture which can divide us.
The foreigner's speech is barbaric, his manners atrocious, his art
strange, his music weird, and his literature unprofitable ! But we for
some time have been moving into a happier period. We have Iearned
how rich and profound is the other's culture, and how much our own
life is enlarged by acquaintance with other cultures. Many now say
with Gandhiji, " I do not want my house to be walled in on all sides
any my windows to be stuffed. I want the cultures of all lands to be
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blown about my house as freely as possible, but I refuse to be blown
off my feet by any." There was a time not many years ago when we
were discussing the creation of a world philosophy. Immediately
following world war II some people were hoping for "one wotld, "
one in language, government, and ideology. This was a chimera.
Now we are striving more realistically for the condition in which we
appreciate the many variations on the human theme. We are discover-

ing wherein we can and should be the same and wherein we can and
should be different. Specifically, we live in a world of common
sciences and of unique arts. There is no such thing as American
chemistry or Indian physics. The sciences seek to understand the
nature of things from a basis which is not national or international,
but rational . Zinc and hydrochloric acid react the same in the laboratories of Bombay, Berlin, Boston, and Bali. But this is not the case
in the arts, It makes perfectly good sense to distinguish Western and
Indian poetry, music, and dance. They are elements of culture, that
is, the forms by which we express our human aspirations.
Philosophy is an activity which sometimes attempts to arrive at
conclusions which any rational being would be forced to accept as ture
by reason of the principle of rationality, and which sometimes functions
within an identifiable group of people as part of the means by which
this group expresses its deepest longings, its peculiar attitudes, and its
unique history. The first activity I shall hereafter call " being philosophical as science." It is a quest of man the rational animal working
within the limits of rationality. Philosophers like Kant, Descartes,
and Gotama (the founder of Ny6ya logic) appeal not to Germans, nor
Frenchmen, nor Indians but to rational minds. Being philosophical
as science means to attempt to step outside one's own culture in order
to appeal solely to minds. Descartes stated this excellently in his
Discourse on Method, Part II:
"....as for the opinions which up'to
that time I had embraced, I thought that I could not do better than
resolve ot once to sweep them wholly away, that I might afterwards
be in a postition to admit either others more correct, or even perhaps
the same when they had undergone the scrutiny of reason." When
philosopheres are being philosophical as science they arrive at remarkably similar conclusions : examples would be Gotama's and Aristotle's
analyses of the syllogism and Na-glrjuna's and Kant's meta-philosophizing. The second activity I shall hereafter call " being philosophical as art. " Here the appeal is to the man within his culture. The
philosopher functioning in this manner does not seek to sweep wholly
away the opinions which he has embraced up to this time, tather he
secks to clarify, enhance, and extend his cultural heritage. The
activity of being philosophical as art is culture. In India the six
systcms of classical Indian philosophy were critical reflections upon
thc speculations recorded in the Vedic literature, and these reflections
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part of the cultural tradition, In the West
('footnotes to Plator" but much of it is an
is
more
than
llhilosophy
r:xtension of the methods and problems raised by the Greeks, and the
sr4>homores (wise fools) among Western philosophers are those who
havc thcmselvcs become

lrave attempted to philosophize without having read Plato and Aristotle. The goal of being philosophical as science is to assist in the
attainment of true knowledge about reality; the goal of being philosophical as art is to assist in the discovery and/or creation of moral and
:rrtistic values.
I propose now to reconsider the admonition 6'Be philosophical."
But this time we are to think of it as being said seriously by a philosopher
to a philosopher. Possibly we have been paying too much attendon lately
in philosophical circles to so-called "ordinary language." Philosophers
talk philosophical language as well as ordinary language. What
would a philosopher be recommending to another philosopher when he
suggests that they De philosophical ? I believe that it would depend
rrpon whether we are thinking of being philosophical as science or of
lrcing poilosophical as art, that is, upon whether it is the philosophizing
of man as rational animal or the philosophizing of man as cultural
tnimal. We shall therefore examine the implications of being philosollhical in each of these two contexts. We must remember that we are
considering what it is to be' philosophical, not what it is to think
philosophically. Being philosophical as science will be examined as an
;rct having four component parts: to think, to express, to infer, and

to apply.

An American publishing house a few years ago put on the cover
of a brochure of philosophical textbooks a picture of Rodin's sculpture
" The Thinker ". The company obviously thought that an image of a
man sitting with head bent forward, brow furrowed, eyes partially
and chin resting on hand was a fitting symbol of the philosoPhilosophers do not object to being considered as thinkers, but
tlrcy ought to object to being considered as onl.1t thinkers. Being
;lhilosophical as science begins when an occasion arises which creates
puzzlement. As John Dewey has said, " Men do not, in their natural
cstate, think when they have no troubles to cope with, no difficulties to
orrcrcome."6 Presumably, if man had no problems, philosophy would
not have developed, that is, philosophy in the sense in which we
:rrc now considering it. Philosophy as problem-solving has two parts :
one can be called critical thinking, the other creative thinking, or
perhaps a better terminology is to call one the structured sort of thinking, and the other the non-structured. The former has been carefully
r:xamined both in India and in the West I the latter remains mysterious.
We do not know how to create the situations, which might prod uce
r:losed,

phcr.

(:rcative idea$.
The second step

in

being philosophical as science is

to

express.
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A philosopher is a talkcr. To philosophize is to speak and to write.
Wittgenstein's advice to be silent on that whereof one cannot speak has
been used to support a variety ofphilosophical absurdities. Silenceisnot
a sign of profundity. More often than not it is an indication of lack
of verbal skills, or of befuddled thinking. Clear thinking can be expressed in clear words. The so-called silent philosopher is no philosopher at
all. Words are the tools of the philosopher, and the philosopher who
uses them badly is a bad philosopher. Part of the reason for the high
reputation Bertrand Russell has as a philosopher stems from the fact
that he writes with clarity, wit, and incisiveness. He is one of the few
philosophers who has won a Nobel prize for literature. There ought
to be more. For cumbersome and prolix speech and writing few have
surpassed Herbert Spencer. On one occasion after addressing a
group of convalescent inmates in a mental hospital, Spencer noted
that one of the men in the audience was distraught with manic.
laughter. Upon being persuaded to reveal the cause of his laughter,
the man remarked, ((To think of me in and you outPrz 1f one can't
express his thoughts well, one is not being philosophical as science.
Inference is the third step in being philosophical as science.
Inferring, like thinking and expressing is a psychological process
known as philosophizing. Inference must be carefully distinguished

from implication. Implication is the logical relationship which
connects validly related propositions; inference is the process of the
living mind which

asserts the relationship and draws the conclusion.
Inference is the necessary psychological activity which links the implicative propositions and the conclusion. In the absence of inference,

implications may be heaped upon implications but nothing can be
concluded. This is the moral of Lewis Carroll's delightful story
" What the Tortoise said to Achilles." In brief his argument is that if
the major and the minor propositions of a syllogism are true, then the
conclusion follows-unless, that is, the proposition " If the major and
the minor propositions are true, then the conclusion follows " is itself
treated as a third proposition! How often philosophers act like a foolish
housewife who computes the calories of food but does not give food to
her children ! The analysis of ideas without consideration of what ideas
denote is a carrousel of movement which goes nowhere and accomplishes nothing. Inference is the process by which one moves from
logicality to reality.
But thinking, expressing, and inferring is not the whole of being
philosophical as science. There must also be application. It was this
aspect of being philosophical which Charles Sanders Peirce and
William James stressed. I do not believe that any system of philosophy has triggered more unfavourable criticism than has pragmatism.
European and Asian critics have attempted to write it off as a selfdefence of American activists. The critics of pragmatism might
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;roncler over the sub-title.|ames gave to his lectures, Pragmatismt A New
for ,Some Old l4tays of Thinking. Possiblv James' greatest error was
in trying to present pragmatism as a full philo.sophy rather than as the
Narre

application step

in the

philosophical enterprise. It was his way of
when they are applied to reali-

saying that ideas do have consequences

tics, also that non-application is unphilosophical. Being philosophical is being philosophical all the way. I can find no evidence

Plato felt he was betraying philosophy in attempting to train
Dionysius for the role of philosopher-king. On the contrary, the charm
and significance of his Seaenth Epistle is the delicacy of his defence of
high expectations and miserable failure in Sicily. If Plato had refused
to attempt to apply the principles delineated in The Republic when the
opportunity came to him, he could rightly be written off as one who
rcfused to be philosophical at the crucial point. The philosopher who
cannot actrralize the cash value of his ideas may be thinking philosophically but he is not acting philosophically. AsJaspers has said, " The
philosopher is expected to live according to his doctrine ...... the
philosopher has no doctrine if by doctrine is meant a set of rules under
which the particular cases of empirical existence might be subsumed,
as things are subsumed under empirical species or men's acts under
.iudical norms ... the philosopher and the man are inseparable."s
Thorrght without action is useless I action without thought is dangerous.
Being philosophical as science means to think, to express, to infer,
and to apply. Being philosophical in these senses is the same in India
and the West for it is the philosophizing of the rational man. And
who is the rational man? He is the man who would communicate with
other men. As Aristotle says, the way to demonstrate negatively the
truth of the principle of rationality (for Aristotle it is the truth of the
law of non-contradiction) is to ask the one who denies the principle to
say something, for in saying anything he assumes that the contradictory of what he says is false.' Aristotle adds that if he says nothing,
he is (t no better than a vegetable." Perhaps we do not need to go to
that extreme; at least we can say he is not a philosopher.

that

Being philosophical as

art differs from being philosophical as

science in that it appeals to fundamental metaphysical and axiological
assumptions of a people as well as to rational principles. Communication here depends upon understanding, if not accepting, these beliefs
which ordinarily are not questioned by a particular group of people.

T.R.V. Murti gives an excellent description of what we are here calling being philosophical as art: " Systems of philosophy are the
elaboration, through concepts and symbols, of certain original intuitions. If all of us had those basic intuitions, systems should be
superfluous...... It happens that the great mass of mankind can but be
followers and are not leaders in thought. Systems of thought are
intcuded to lead them to the highest experience through symbols and
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o I prefer to extend

N{urti's dcscription a bit by pointing
out that systems of philosophy in addition to propagating the original
intuitions may also be instruments of clarification, systematization,
rationalization, integrarion, and criticism. In India the six dstika
systems present argument for the Upanigadic intuitions. The best
examples from the West are the scholastic philosophical systems in
their relation to the biblical intuitions, If the telos of being philosophical as science is discovering and/or creating true knowledge about
reality, the telos of being philosophical as art is celebrating the ideals
of the good and the beautiful which the group has made its own,
tracing out the implications of these ideals, and applying these ideals
as criteria for judgment of present reality and as programme for future
attainments. Being philosophical as science, we have said, is the same
for all rational animals ; but being philosophical as art differs rvith
each human culture. I want to mention four differences in basic
assumptions of Indians and Westerners.
The first has to do with attitude towards tradition. India, it seems
to me, is a place where people do as they do because that is the way
it ought to be done. For example, a philosopher friend of mine
consulted an astrologer before his daughter's wedding, offering me the
tongue-in-cheek explanation, "IIer grandmother wanted it." Again
a post-graduate student replied when I attempted to argue for the
values of bachelorhood for a scholar, " But marriage is a
part of life. You can't escape it. " " Such uncriticalness toward
traditional modes of behaviorrr makes for stability to be sure, but the
Westerner feels that it underrates tire rvorth of change. Western
Indologists differ widely in persoual reactions to this aspect of Indian
culture. Rend Gudnon praises India for traditional-mindedness and
condemns the West where " a philosopher's renown is raised more by
inventing a new error than b), repeating a truth which has already
been expressed by others."r' P. Thomas condemns this feature of
Indian culture sayir.rg that " the best modern philosophers among the
Hindus can do no better than interpret the teachings of their &nc€stors."1' The West ceased to be traditional in the fourteenth century.
Since that century progress in the West has been measured by change.
Cities, states, schools, and industries in America customarily observe
their centennials with celebrations often labelled '6 100 Years of
Progress". These celebrations consist of tracing the changes that have
taken place accompanied by gentle laughter about out-moded customs
and manners. Rejection of the old, the past, and the traditional
has perhaps reached its culmination in the turned'on generation of
Amcrican youth, oue of whose clichds is t'You can't trust anyone
over 30." Perhaps the diffr.rence between America and India at this
point might be clarified by reminding us that whereas William James
wr'otc'(The Will to Believe" as a defence of "The lawfulness of
t:oncepts."r
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voluntarily adoptcd ['aith," had he been an Indian his essay would
have lteen a dcfence of the elimination of the notion of voluntary
is needed
adoption with respect to traditional faith' A word of caution
is firm
tradition
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hand
the
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rrotlt:ls ol'r:ars hzrvt: lrccn r'cczrllccl by Arncricau manufacturers whcn it
was founcl that ccrtain parts wcre defective. Readirrg between the
lirres of the statements of mantrfacturers to owners of the models, I
detectcd little evidence of humility on the part of the auto companies
for putting inferior products on the market and some pride for the

Iarge number that had to be recalled. In other words, they had
outsold their competitors ! In India there is an emphasis on quality,
perhaps best seen in the rnuch misunderstood uarpa system. In spite
of all that has been said about the equality of vocations and the dignity of individuals, the fact remains that the twice-born usually
exemplify human possibilities much more than do the Harijans. Qualitative distinctions transcend quantitative distinctions in fundamental
Indian evaluations.
Being philosophical as art differs in India and in the West because
philosophy in this sense is part of culture, part of the way by which
we give form to our humanity. The perfecting of our possibilities,
as Hinduism has so correctly pointed out, is through several means or
ways (rndrgas) t the way of action (karma mdrga), the way of thought
(jfiana m-arga), the way of devotion (bhakti. mdrga), and the way of
psycho-physical discipline (yoga mdrga). But any way will suffice, since
if it is pursued steadfastly, it will encompass the values inherent in
the other ways. This is the integral marga adumbrated inthe Bhagaaad
Gifi. As for the integration of being philosophical as science and
being philosophical as art, our best clues can be taken from Aristotle,
who argues at the opening of the Metapfutsics that understanding
(cpisEme) and skill ((technC) are the products of the experience of
things (empeiria) which is unique to man. From these products of
human experience come the final products : theoretical truth, practical action, and beautiful and useful objects. Again, to stay within
Aristotelian concepts, we may say that being philosophical as science
provides the matter, being philosophical as art provides the form, and
that the informed matter is the whole man as philosopher motivated
by and towards the Good. In India man is celebrated as the being
through whom the Good is revealed and realized. Indian Philosophy
lras been described as " a running commentary on the text, 'Thanks
that I am a man. ' t'r 5
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Herbert Herring

In his paper Dr. Organ endeavours to grasp at the proper rneaning of
" beins philosophical ". The discussion of some meanings o[ ,. being
philosophical " in the lay serse le ads liir, to the cor.rcrusion trrat

in that sense is not at all ..I:ci.g philosophical,,.
I quite agree, but I have my doubts as to whether his i>remises,
i.e. the distinction he draws bctween fceline philosophically, rhinking
philosophicalll' ard being philosophical, are all that clear as they seern
to be at first sight.
As to tlre frrst, feeling l,hilosophicalllt, I rather think that this cloes
not mean an1'thine. Feeling Iike a mother, a father, a lover, a
friend, an encm\', etc. certainly makes sense; for, what is meant by the
term '' feeling " is some particular emotion located somewhere within
the human being-but surely not in the brain. This feeling, of course,
might be directed or regulated by reflection, but it is not necessarily
connected with the understanding or even dependent on it. Thus it
makes no sense, not even a lay sense, to spcak of somebody feeling
philosophically u'rlcss one wa-nts to state that this somebody ancl his
attitude towards othcr bcings is bei.g detcrmined by uncontrolled,
unreflected emotions-, and this is undoubtedly no philosopliical
performance whatsoever, since philosophy, at least as it has always
been understoocl in the west, is an activity of the mirid carried out by
means of rational thinking: and it is rational thi,king that is
necessarily involved when saying that someon e is tltinking phitosctphicaily,
Now, what does .'being philosophical" mean, first in the lay scnse?
"Being philosophical", of course, does not mean to ltehave like a Stoic,
and I think that o'ly very few people in the west wotrld subscribe to
this labelling of the philosopher. On the contrary, frorn what I have
experienced rnyself since living in India, I get the imprcssion that this
s much more the way philosophers are expected to behave by laymen
in the East whrre the distinction between Myth and Logos has never
been drawn-a distinction which, at Ieast since Aristotle, Iies at the
bottom of the Westerner's urrderstanding of philosophy. (Whether
this distinction is right or wrong, useful or useless, is-for our purposes
of minor importance.)
-a question
As to Stoicisrn as such, I cannot see upon which evidence
Dr. Organ bases his statcment that Stoicism was (. the last philosophical
systcm which \4'as a complctc philosophy rvhich includcs a logic,
a mcthodology, a metaphysics, an ethic and a sotcriology." Whcrc is,

"

being philosophical

"

'i0'l
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hardly firrd onc, rrcitlrcr in Zcuon, Clrry'sipp, Poscitlonios nor in thc
yollngcr Stoi<:s like Scncca, Dpiktet or Marcus Aurelius. On the
contrary, Stoicism, first and foremost, was mainly an ethic, a guide to
as was believed by the Stoics and their
morality, ancl thcrefore
guide to -eternal happiness. The great philosophical
followers
a
s),stems as characterizcd by Dr. Organ, the systems of Thomas Aquinas,
Descartes, Kant, Hegel, Schelling or, in our century, of N. Hartmann,
are much later than Stoicism, with, of course, the one and only
exception of Aristotle's s)/stem.
Then Dr. Organ mentions eight different acts which, accorcling to
r:lassical Indian philosophy, one has to perform in order to be philosophical; but these acts mean nothing new to somebody who has a
sulTicicnt knowledge of the thoughts of the Pre-Socratics, of Plato's
" I)ialogues" or Aristotle's " Mctapir)/sics". The close and intimate
<onnection betneen theory and practice which Dr. Organ mentions as
onc of thc strongest elemcnts in Indian thought has always lteen a strong
tlt'ment in Western tl-rought too,
- from the times of Socratcs, saying
tlrat virtue is an activity of the soul based upon reason, upto the exislr'rrtialists of our days with their decisive demand for action in order
lo be a being which is not just there, which is not just the case, but a
lrcing u,hich exists, a being in full awareness of its capacity and
tlrrrs, its limitations.
Thcoretically, for methodological or hermeneutic reasons, it
is tluc, that thinking and acting are distinguished from one anotherl
lrrrt I c:an hardly see how one could deny that moral behaviour should
r ('lit llpon sonrc ccrtain knowledge of the Good, no matter how this
(,lood is being definccl : as something general and transcendent ;
sorrr<:thing inrmancnt in the humatr soul; something dependent on a

riivcrr rcligious or cultural background or environmet.rt; sometl.ring
;rr'li1r1v1a,l1'1lgsd for pragmatical reasons by a particular group of people;
or' 5orrrctlring just valid for a single pcrson.
Soclatt:s, St. Augustine, Leibniz, Katrt, Hegel, Kierkegaard,
Nit'tzsclrc :rnd many others have proved that they were not at all
lrvirli,- irr an ivory tower and tbat they really did not have the slightest
rrlr';r ol' lrcing locked up in such a precious ancl useless piece of mental
,rlllritr:r:trrlc: they u,ere constantivdemanding that man's action should
.onlirrrn tr.r lris awareness of his clrrty tolvards mankind and the
rr,,rllrl-ot tltrr.
'1'lrr: rlilft:rencc between Wcstr:rn and Eastcrn tlrought is not, rtulcss
I ;rrrr corrrplctcly nrist:rkcrt, that tltc one is locatcd in the ivory torvcr
.rrrrl tlrrr ollrcr in tlrc rnarkct-placc, lxrl that tlre one is ltasccl upon tlrc

trrd 1i11q ontologit:ally spcaking - or loliicrrlly spcrrl<irrg- ul)on what can lrt: expr:t'icnccd by our scr)scs,
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cool." One of

my studcnts replied to my clucstion, "Whcn onc is
be
philosophical,
all that is meant is that one bc Stoical." Of
asked to
student
was
right.
The other replies were but variations on
course the
a
strange
fact about philosophy in the West. Being
Stoicism. What
philosophical does

not

mean being Wittgensteinian, Whiteheadean,

Kantian, Cartesian, or Augustinian ; it does not mean to be existential
or language analytical, idealistic or materialistic, rationalistic or
empiricistic. It means to be stoical This points up an interesting fact
about philosophy in the West: that the last philosophical system which
was a complete philosophy, that is, a philosophy which includes a
logic, a methodology, a metaphysics, an ethic, and a soteriology, was
Stoicism. Stoicism as we all know was not equally advanced in each of
these areas of philosophy, but obviously it has been so well received
that few, if any, in the West would think they were being asked to be
Epicurean, or Aristotelian, or Platonic when they were advised to be
philosophical.

In classical India if someone were told to be philosophical, he
would have to take note of the word that was being used. Sanskrit is
bountifully supplied with words somewhat like the Greek term philosophia. Since philosophy is best understood as an activity both in the
East and in the West, I shall treat them all in participial from. There
is drg1i, seeing, regarding, or opining. Then there is dar{ana, coming
from the same root dr{, " to seer" and meaning either the having of a
point of vicw or thc point of view itself. It probably comes ciose to
what the Westerner means by a doctrine or a philosophical system.
The Sanskrit equivalent for the Greek sophiais jftdna, but more explicitly there is tattua-jftana and aiueka-jftana. Tattaa is from tat (that),
and is used in Sarhkhya for the generic name of the twenty-five categories, whereas in Vedanta it is the tat taam in tat taam asi (That art thou).
about the reality or thatness of
judgment I hence oiueka-jftana
means
discrimination
or
things. Viaeka
knowing.
may
be used also for philosois discriminative
Anaikgiki
the
thinking
about
It
means
thought,
metaphilosophizing,
phizing.
call
it,
should
or
may
be
it
is
epistemologizing. Then
perhaps we
there is adhltdtma-oid1td. Vidya is a rather unexciting term for learning ;
but adh2dirna means the inside of things. So adhydtma-uid27r means
learning about the inner nature of things rather than merely looking
at the externalities. Prajftd is another Sanskrit term for knowing, but
in this case it is a knowing without distortion, a direct form of knowing,
perhaps an lintuiting. And there is bodlta, a term which means the
blooming of flowers, but it also can be used to stand for the self-awakening experience, the '( ah-ha experiencer" the illuminating understanding that may come after long meditation. So in classical India if
onc were asked to be philosophical, he would be asked to do any one
o[ cight different acts (Here I shift to the infinitive) r
So tattoa-jftana rneans superior knowing
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l. 'l'o sclcct an opinion.
2. To takc a general point of view.
3. To attain knowledge of the nature of things'
4. To seek discriminative knowledge.
5. To think about thinking.
6. To look on the inner nature of things.
7, To know in a direct fashion.
B. To engage in meditation until experiencing illumination.
But, as a matter of fact, I doubt that anyone was asked in classical India to

De philosophical. The reason for this is that philosophy
was not regarded as an activity to be engaged in at v;ill, nor was it a
lole one could play and then stop playing. The eight terms which

wcre sirnilar to philosophia are in fact eight terms for various aspects of
a total process or activity which is much wider than the connotation of
thc word philosophy as that word is now used in the West. This
((
total process or activity " is sAdhana, and we have no word in English
which does justice to the meaning of this word. Sadhana stands for a
comprehensive discipline designed to accomplisb the full development

of man. A human life may be said to be

a sadhana when a person
consciously directs his attention to the understanding and development

of himself in all dimensions: physical, social, intellectual, moral, and
spiritual. It is man's sadhana possibilities which prompted Bhisma to
offcr to Yudhisthira the truth transcending all other truths .' " There
is notlring in the universe higher than man."r And Tulsidard says,
" Know the devotee of Rama to be greater than RIma."2 The Life
I)ivine, argues Aurobindo, is the life truly human. One could not be
askcd to engage in sddhana except in the way in which we in the West
rniglrt say to a man, t'You ought to lioe!" This admonition, of course,
<loes not mean that he ought to breathe, to eat) to sense, to think, to
havc sex relations, etc. What we would mean is that he ought to become more aware of the meaning of life processes, he ought to enter
rnorc fully into them. So a man might be reminded by his spiritual
counsellor to pay more attention to the significance of all the things he
docs as son, brother, husband, father, vocationalist, citizen, and
human being. Only in that sense could a man be asked to engage in
sudhana.

Indian philosophy is much more than a counterpart of Western
philosophy which happened to originate and flourish in the subcontincnt
of Asia. Indeed to try to fit Indian philosophy into the moulds
altpropriate for Western philosophy is to misunderstand it. Such an
cffiort rcduccs sadhana to only an intellectual quest. And to attempt to
a practice unfortunately still cngagcd in
{incl Wcstcrn countcrparts
crcatcs
Iry many stuclcnts of Indian thought l:oth nativc and Wcstcrn

-
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discourse I whereas the other's knowledge is primarily based upon
religious principles and sometimes an irrational or even mystic
awareness of the infinite in its indefinability. while western thought
rests upon the ontological distinction between Myth and Logos,
Eastern thought is based upon the ontical unity of Myth and Logos,
upon the Myth of the Logos and the Logos of the Myth.
But then, coming to his very point, the meaning of ., being philosophical " in the philosopher's sense, Dr. Organ draws a distinction
which I am very much in favour of and which could serve to clarify the
difference between western and Eastern thought in the sense mentioned
above : the distinction between ,. being philosophical as science ,'
and " being philosophical as art ". The first description wouJd mark
the position and the interpretation of philosophy in the West, appealing
to man as man, in his capacity as a rational being or
practical
- in itsdescription
outcome
in his capacity of being rational. The second
-

would mark the age-old interpretation of philosophy in the East, appealing to man as belonging to a certain culture, for instance Indian
culture or Hinduism. Thus one could call a Saint or a wise man a
philosopher in the Indian sense of the word whereas westerners would
have some doubts in calling a man a philosopher whose statements were
incompatible with some kind of logic and its basic principles. And it
is for this reason that people in the west would never think of calling
Buddha or Jesus christ or the numerous saints of christianity philosophers, since philosophers in the west are considered first of all as
reasonable people and not as wise or holy men. For everybody knows
that a reasonable man need not be a wise man, let alone a holy man,
whereas wise or holy men lack or neglect very often reason and
rational discourse.
Let us now turn to that passage in Dr. Organ's paper where he
says that "being philosophical as science is to express,,, that (.the
philosopher is a talker, that to philosophize is to speak and to write.,,
I would agree that silence is not a sign of profundity, and I would also
agree that clear thinking can be expressed in clear words,
although
I would prefer to substitute the expression 6'words " by the- expression
tr terms
" or t' symbols " in order to avoid the wrong impression that
thoughts must always and necessarily be expressed by means of verbal
language. Clear thinking can be expressed in clear words, terms,

symbols
- so far, so good. But clear thinking is not identical with
thinking as such. Many problems bothering philosophers from
ancient times, to be exact, those problems of traditional metaphysics
which constitute what we call in the west the phitotophia jerennis,
cannot be solved by means of clear thinking and thus cannot be
expressed clearly. Does that, then, mean that they are not genuine

problems, that they are ., pseudo-problems ,, as logical positivists and
analysts would call them, or can it mean that they are transcending
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the boundaries of rational thinking and'therefore transcending the
rcalm of rational expression ? Surely, words are the tools of a philosopher, but words are also the tools of a priest, a poet, a politician,

a merchant, words are the tools of a variety of interhuman
communications. But the tools of the philosopher are not merely
words, and I would very much hesitate to make the winning of a
Nobel - Prize for Literature a criterion for philosophical subtlety, apart
from the fact that this prize has very often been given for political
reasons rather than for literary ones.
" Thinking, expressing, and inferring is not the whole of being
philosophical as science ", Dr, Organ continues, " There must also be

application." Thought without action, without any possible application,
is certainly useless. This, however, need not indicate that the one who
thinks and the one who acts, i.e. the one who applies certain ideas,
must be one and the same person. Very often the man who thinks is

not the man who takes action, and the one taking action is often
not a thiuker. It has to be
as history so tragically proves
-questioned
whether we can blame a thinker for his inability to act
according to the principles and conclusions of his philosophy; for it is
not too olten that he is given the chance of making his ideas come true
life. Plato's ideal demand for the philosopher-kings was
surely a wonderful idea but has hardly had any bearing on reality.
Coming to the end, let me make one or two remarks with
regard to the basic assumptions Dr. Organ mentions in order to
mark the difference between Indians and Westerners : the attitude

in social

; the sense of reality; unity and plurality ;
quality. As for the first two, I am on the whole of
his opinion. As for the last two, I have some objections. I simply
cannot see how the Westerner's thinking is occupied with concepts of
quantity whereas the Indian is said to emphasize quality. This is
surely not the case in so far as the manufacturing and selling of

towards tradition
quantity and

motorcars is concerned, to refer to Dr. Organ's own example. To show
how the idea of quality is much more predominant in l,Vestern thought
than that of quantity would mean another lecture. Since this cannot
be done today, I must confine myself, with regard to this assumption,
to a very rigorous ct Yeto ".
Unity and Plurality : Has the West really " stressed the one as the

individual IJnit " and India " the One as the matrix from which
individuals have emerged and to which in time they return"? The great
thinkers of the West have always stressed the unity in plurality and the

plurality in the unity, the plurality of all worldly beings having its
ground in the foremost and uttermost, indivisible unity which is the
Al:solute, revealing itself in the variety of individual creatures. It is
this that Leibniz means when he writes in a letter to his French colleague Arnauld (30-4-1698) : " Ce qui n'est pas vdritablement ,.n efie
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rr'cst pas non plus vdritablcmentun abe" ('frrat
wrricrr is,ot r.ealry orra
bcilrg is not really a being). Aud the same iclea
is exprcssed in an
carlierletterto Arnauld (encr of 167r) wherein he wriies: ..{Jticlue
cnim nos varietas delectat, sed reducta in unitatem', (Surely
we enjoy

the manifold of things but only when reduc"d to ,rrrity1.'
one could easily write the history of western philoslphy frorn trre
point of view of unity as well as from that of plurality; it
oniy depends
on whether one defines unity and plurality in terms of
quantity or
quality.
Finally I would say that it is not in India alone that man is
celebrated as the being through whom the Good is reveared
and
realized- The rcalization of the Good has arways been the finar
aim of
the- practical application of theoretical knowledge in
Western
philosophy. But what is the Good and what is the fruth we are ro
realize ? The answers to these questions can realry
prove whether one
is actually trying to be philosophical or just tatli,rg in philosophical
terms.

Da2a lCrislma

Marx, in his well - known Theses on Ludwig Feuerbach, suggested
hat philosophers had tried to interpret the rvorld while the task was to
<:hange it. An analogous dissatisfaction seems to pervade those steeped
in what they have come to regard as the classical Indian tradition in
philosophy. Only their complaint is not that philosophers are trying to
interpret the world while the task was to change it. They would
perhaps rephrase it by saying that philosophers were trying to interpret
the world, while the task was to change their own selves or rather
cliscover their own self
the Self with the capital S.

l

- is not confined to Marx or his
The dissatisfaction

numerous

{bllowers, official and unofficial, or to Indians who have a certain idea
about what classical tradition in Indian philosophy was There are
others who believe in engaged philosophy, besides the marxists. In
fact, the young in the United States and W. Europe, specially those
engaged in the protest movements, want their philosphers to change
the world, though perhaps in a different way. Equally, the traditional
philosophers in Japan feel the same way as most Indian philosphers do.
Only, their idea of changing the self is influenced more by Zen Buddhism
than by Advaita Veddnta of the Sarhkarite variety. Radhakrishnan
and K. C. Bhattacharyya in India and Nishida in Japan typify this
difference.
In a sense, however, both the Marxian and the non-Marxian
formulations seem out of step with the current practice of Philosoph.v.
Plrilosophy today is no more ao 'c interpretation" of the world. One
even wonders if it ever was. The task of interpreting the world has
been Ieft to science, almost by definition. And in such a situation, the
charge against philosophy that it is not doing what it ougirt to do
becomes even more insistent. The feeling that modern philosophy is

concerned

with trivialities is fairly wide-spread and philosophers
its irrelevance to all knowledge and

themselves have proclaimed
practice.

But, what exactly is the complaint about ? What is the heart
of the dissatisfaction that so many seem to feel ? It is difficult to
pin it down or articulate it with precision. Perhaps, it is like a general
ar:he which is difficult to locate or articulate and the doctor is
rnerely told that something is wrong somewhere and that perhaps
is what the patient exactly feels. Still, there is a problem and that is
rvlry those who complain or feel dissatisfied, don't do otherwise. Wlro
stops onc from philosophising the way one likes, at lcast if one l'rappens
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demor:ractic country as most of us do ? Or, if one
a producer but a consumer of philosophical products,

,ot

onc may read whatever one likes. After all, the pursuit of wisdom
or moksha or self-realization or the Absolute or for that matter, of
Revolution or Anarchy or reform in social, political and institutional
spheres is open to everyone who wants to pursue them. what exactly
is the difficulty then ? Or, to vary the metaphor, where exactly the

shoe pinches

?

Perhaps, the pinch lies in
considers most worthwhile in life

the feering that that which

or

one

feeling or thought has not the
sanction of the most respectable thought of this century. The
prestigious international centres of philosophical activity and the
journals in which current contemporary discussion is carried
on
encourage and sanctify a style of writing and thought which is bent on
squeezing out from ]ife all meaning whatsoever. This may seem an
exaggeration; perhaps, it is. After all, are there not centres of phenomenological and existential thought and others which talk of a
philosophy of dialogue, with some whisper of I and rhou? who can
deny the profundity of a Marcel or ihe comprehension of a whiteheacl?
But, do not they belo,g to the philosophical margins of the contemporary world? And as for the counter-centres, do not they Iie mainly in
Europe, where languages other than Engrish dominate the scene ? In
the Anglo-saxon world, their influence and prestige is only marginal
and such is also bound to be the case in those countries whose intellectual life is more or less an appendage to that of theAnglo-saxon world.
English is the medium of intellectuar rife in these countries and the
prestigious centres which dominate the philosophical world in those
countries naturally dominate in these also. The difference in this
respect between the intellectual life in those countries which were
British colonies in the recent past and those which were under French
or spanish domination, is extremely instructive and interesting. The
former is dominated, even now, by the modes of thought dominant in
the united Kingdom or the u.s.A., while the latter are governed by
what is happening in France or Mexico or some countries of Latin

America.

The differences perhaps derive from the language with which one
happens to be familiar and, at a deeper level stilr, by that in which one
happens to express or articulate oneself. The latter point is brought
home if one compares the philosophicar scene in, say, a country like

Japan where most philosophers write in Japanese and India where
almost everyone writes in English. The former has already a sort of
distinctive philosophical tradition where thought has a continuity,
building from one thinker to another. Deriving from Nishida, Tanabe
and watsuji, a native. srream of philosophisi.g has emerged in
Japan
Ibr which these provide the context of both critical ancl creative

:
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thought in philosophy. One finds an attempt to extend and apply the
thouglrt of these thinkers to new domains and interpret them in a novel
manner. Even a philosophy of mathematics deriving its inspiration
from the general thought of Nishida has been sought to be develope<l
by such a thinker as Nagai Hiroshi. Against this, it would be difficult
to apprehend a distinctive trend in India where the philosophic tradition is more than two thousand years old. The contextof philosophical
thinking in Modern India is provided for not so much by other thinkers
in India, but by the thinkers in the West, mostly those from the
English-speaking or rather the English-writing world. The reason for
this seems mostly to lie in the fact that there is hardly any philosopher
in India who does not know English or write in it. And if there be any
who does not know English or does not write in it, he is just not considered modern.'
The dissatisfaction with philosophy, then, as it is practised in the
prestigious centres of the Anglo-American world is fairly widespread.
But is the dissatisfaction confined to philosophy alone? Does not one
hear the same complaint about modern Art ? And this time, the
boundaries are not confined to the world of England and America
alone. Rather, they encompass the whole western world, its centre
lying in western Euroire and recently in America also. Further, it will
be difficult to draw the same distinction between the creators of art in
the western countries on the one hand and those elsewhere, on the
other. The art-galleries in Tokyo or New Delhi seem no differen
from the ones that one visits, say, in Paris or London or New York.
The average visitor to these galleries is as baffled and bewildered as the
average reader of philosophical articles in the fulind or The Phi.losophical
Reaiew or Analysis or any other such journal. But, at least, most artists
seem satisfied with what is being created or produced, a situation that
does not seem to obtain with respect to those who philosophise in countries outside the major centres of Anglo-American philosophising.
Perhaps, the tension between the commitment tovalues which may
best be described as 'rnoral' and the others pursued and sought to be
realised in, say, art or philosophy is too fundamental to be bridged or
solved in any satisfactory manner. The great and unresolved debatet
around the social function and responsibility of arts since the movement of art for art's sake took form under the direct or indirect inspiration of Baudelaire, is a standing evidence for this. The debate, howt:vcr, is not confined to the arts orrly. After Hiroshima and Nagasaki,

it

crupted in the heart of the natural sciences themselves. In the
social sciences, the problems of the privacy and autonomy of the indivirlual havc raised serious question whether all sorts of investigations
ruln<:crning human phenomena aredesirable or even permissible. Shils,
wt:ll-knowrr articlc entitled Social Inquirlt and the Autonomlt of the Indiuidual
is only one cxamplc of this widespread concern.

l'lttlo,tt,l,ll1,: lltllll(,1(( (u t ttt'ttt'l' (tt, t ttt.tt(c

'l'lrt: clirirrrs o['rrurr':rlity, Ilrr:n, st:crn [o

1;r'r:sr:r'ilrr:

lirrrils l.o llrr: rrrrlr:s-

ol'art and scit:rtcc ns rrurt:lr its t() llriIt ()['
philosophy in rccent tirncs. At least, it hzr:; scerncd rnost convcnicnt
usually to raisc objcctions in the name of some real or prcsumcd violation of moral claims, or even because ol allegcd indifference to them.
However, if a distinction be allowed between claims of utility and
claims of morality, then the former have as much been the ground of
perennial objection to the autonornous pursuit of any realm as the
latter. This, it sirould be rernemlterecl, applies as much to the realm
of the spirit as to any other realm, a fact generally iunored in the usual
Indian critique of contemporary philosophy, specially as practiced in
the positivistically inclined antimetaphvsical schools of western
philosophy today. The conflict between the spiritual and the moral
should not be unknorvn to Indians, specially when the primacy of the
spiritual over the moral has so olten been argued and upireld in Indian
thought. Equally, a critique of the autonomous pursuit of spiritual
values both from the viewpoint of moral values on the one hand and of
practical utility on the other, should be fairly well known to Indians
and foreigners alike as it has l;een the focal point of comment and
debatc around the Hindu system of values during the whole of this
lri<;1cd :lut()noluv o['I Irt: pulsuit

century and even earlier.
The critique of the impulse to absolute antonomy in all realms is
derived eithcr frorn thc perspective of life as it is lived at ordinary or
deeper lcvcls or frorn the pcrspcctive of the intcrpersonal life of man at
social, political and cven affective levcls. The ultra abstract, ratiocinative, argumcntative character of philosophy has always aroused
suspicion amongst those who valuc the achievement of a deepened state
of inner awareness or of the improvement of the socio-political situation
of man. The men of God in India never appreciated the subtleties of
Navya-Nyaya logic. Nor, for that matter, did the great debate
between the Buddhist and the non-Buddhist philosophers about the
reality of Universals, Substance and Causality find much favour with
the spiritual seekcrs in eitlrer group. The feeling of unreality about
the world of abstractions as compared with that wliich is apprehended
by the senses or felt and cxpelienced intensively by consciousness lies
at the root of this critique and suspicion. In fact, the twin trends of
positivism and existentialism in contemporary philosophy may be seen
as extensive elaborations and rationalisations of these two types of
feeling.

The moral critique, on the other hand, derives from something
different. It is rooted, so to say, irr the vcry business of living and our
rcflection on it, The business, at least on thc human plane, is inalicnably social and it is tiris a\,vareness of'dependence and counter-dependcnce with its claims and counter-claims along with the fecling that
sorncthing can be done about it which leads one to judgc c'/cr),thing

r.lsc irr ils lr.r'rrrs. ll is:rlrrrosl lilic tlrt' siltt;tliorr wltt'tt ottt' is ill:rrr<l
li.r.ls tlurt (:v(.r'),llrilrrl is ilrr:lt:virrrt rvlrit'lr tlot's uol slll)s('tv(: tltt: Pttt'llorit:s
,rl'srrr.vivlrl. ()rrly, on tlrt: so<'io-politit:tll piant: onc is :rltur>st always ill
;urrl ortt:c tlris 1><:rs1tt:ctivc lrcr:ortrcs uppcrlllost itl one's mind, nothine
r.lsr: r:trrr (.ount cvcr.. I'hc r:lrristian Critiquc irrthc past and the Marxist
t.r.itirlrt: in tlrc prcscnt are goocl cxarnplcs of this. Both carr achieve
tlrc rn<rst soplristicatccl lcvcls of abstraction, l>ut tl.rey arc justified only
lrr:t:;trrsc the1, sg5t".re the cause of social hr-rrnanity. It trav bc notcd
irr this rogard that the critique from the moral perspective has rlenerally
lrr.r.rr more preclominant in the sociocentric thought-pattern of tlrc wcst.
'l'lrr: tr.aclitional Indian critique of philosopl-rical abstraction on the other
lrirrr<l dcrives primarily from the perspective of spiritual realisation
rvlrit:lr is conceived in terms of an intensely fclt state of consciousness
r.rrtlrcL than in terms of any theoretic awareness of abstract concepts.
It lr:rs only l>een perhaps in the periocl starting from Ram Mohan Roy

Vivckananda that a criticlue from the moral Perspective may be
r;:ritl t6 have emerged increasingly in India. Aurobindo, Gand|i,
'l':rgorc, Vinolta arld Acharya Tulsi are diverse manifestations of this
t'r.rr{. Horvever, this critique has primarily been turned more against
rlrt: traditional type of spirituality tl'ran against the theoretic abstractions
:rrrrl

,

rl' plrilosophy itself.

'fhe conflict between the claims of knorvledge and action or of
llrr:ory and practice has been perennial in the history of man. Knowlr.rlly: has always been seen as instrumental by those who are dedicated
tolctionfor the achievement of some extcrnal stateofaffairswhich
tlr<:y |ave regarded as desirable. Equally, on the other hand, action
lrirs lrccn seell as instrumental to the achievement of knowledge or what
rrury bctter be called 'illumination' or 'enlightettment,' that is, the
:rt.lricvcment of a state of being in which trtith ar.rcl reality are felt and

to coincide. In the Indian tradition, it is called prajfia or bodhi,
so-called lower forms of knowledge
instrumental in character. The
and
conceptual
primarily
are
rvlri<:h
not exactly conceptual in
though
of
knorvledge,
form
,r'r'r:cptltal
t,lrirractcr, is still in most cases instrumental in nature. It is only in
;rr.stlrctic apprehension that the instrumental character of perceptual
olricr:ts is abolished and that is why such states are considered closest 1o

sr:t:rr

;r statc distinguished from the

tlrr: statc described as the highest knowledge. In a sense, the positivistic analysis of all non-empirical concepts as having only an instru-

rrr<:rrlal status in the discovery and organizatioll of knowledge is, to
s()nrc cxtcnt, similar to this. Only, it stops short of treating all know-

of perceptual objects also as purely instrumental in character.
Action itself, though generally iustrumer.rtal and purposive in
<:lritrlctcr, ncecl not always be so. In fact, tlrere may be action iust
l'or thc sakc of action, as in ritual. Also, it may be for purposes other
llrirn those of knowleclge, even wllere it is not concerned with thc
k.<l1lr
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achicvcment of an cxtcrnal state of affairs as is the case with most
action. Action is many times undertakr n for thc achievement of a
state of consciousness which is considered by the individual or society
as one of the most significant things that can be or ought to be,
achieved. In fact, cultures and individuals may be distinguished by
the importance they give to this direction of action in their lives.
We have been identifying in our discussion uptil now knowledge

and action with theory and practice as given in the subject for
discussion in this seminar. This is justified to a certain extent, but not

completely so. All knowledge cannot be considered as theoretical in
nature, unless we choose to regard perceptual knowledge not as knowledge at all. It may be contended that there is a theoretical element
in all perceptual knowledge, but even if this were to be conceded it
would only show that there is a theoretical element in all knowledge
and not that it is identical with the whole of it. Also, many who
conceive of knowledge in theoretical terms do so only when those terms
can be significantly related partially or wholly, directly or indirectly,
to that which is apprehended by the senses. There is also the type of
knowledge which consists in the doing of a thing such as, sav, singing
or dancing or swimming. This, if admitted, destroys the distinction
between knowledge and action on the one hand and the identity between
theory and knowledge on the other.
The same is perhaps not the case with practice and action, though
there are cases where we would hesitate to use the one even when we
unhesitatingly use the other. We might, for example, hesitate ro use a
phrase like'philosophical action' when something like,philosophical

practice' may be found in order. Perhaps, ,philosophical activity'
might be equally acceptable. In any case, I do not want to go into
questions of usage which, in my opinion, do not settle anything. At
best, they alert one's mind to the noticing of a similarity or a difference
which then always raises the question as to how it is to be evaluated.
Still now that we have raised this question of philosophical practice we
might discuss it a little more both in itself and in relation to what may
be called philosophical theory.

Philosophical practice is wide and varied. It is what the
do. But everything that the philosophers do is not
philosophy and how, in any case, do we decide who is a philosopher
and who is not ? The puzzTe is old and there is some element of
arbitrariness in the decision one makes. Whatever criterion orre adopts,
there is bound to be some exclusion and some inclusion which would
be regarded as unjust by someone or other. This all is well known.
I only wish to draw attention to two aspects of the matter. One, that
philosophical practice is not an action or activity in the usual sense of
thc term. There is no clear-cut, well-defined purpose or goal for which
thc activity is undertaken and there is, therefore, no criterion for
philosophers
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of thc activity. On thc othcr hancl, it is no action
action, that is, ritual, either. Also, it is not pure
c:rcative activity lilie the one which is found in the arts. Second, that
plrilosophical practice is what philosophical theory tries to articulate,
tlrough through this articulation it begins to influence philosophical
practicc i self. Thus, philosophy as practised does not remain unaffec'
tcd by what philosophy is conceived to be even though, in the first
instance, the conception itself is supposed to be the result of a reflection upon the way philosophy is actually practised and an articulation
thcreof. The "is" of philosophical practice turns into an "ought" for
suc(:ess r>r I'ailure

lirr

thc sakc

of

future philosophising when mediated by a reflective articulation

concerning the practice itself.
The situation is akin to what happens in'art when critical aesthetic
theory reflecting upon actual works of art m;ay sometimes determine

for long periods the future of creativity in arts themselves. An
analogous situation may also perhaps be held to obtain in science if
Kuhn's analysis of the structure of scientific revolutions is to be believed.
ITowever, in both these cases the era of imitation is supposed to be
lrroken by a new creation which violates the established paradigms,
consecrated

by the guardian pundits of the realm concerned. In a

certain sense, the dialectic is inherent in the situation as the theoretic
reflection on practice resulting in its articulation is bound to select
certain features and accentuate them to the neglect of others. These
will then become lfre features of the practice which the succeding generations will try to follow and approximate till a new, bold and creative
innovator will appear who will ignore the tradition and set up fresh
paradigms of his own.
But if the reflective articulation of a tpractice' tends to turn the
tpractice'
'is' into an 'ought' and thus determine or influence the latter
then it becomes the duty of the person who articulates to spell this out
as clearly as he can and bring it into the open. This he can do only if
he is aware of the inevitable practical implications of what he is doing.
Ilowever, if one were to be more interested in actualising the practical
implications, then in ct:rtain situations one could choose to keep these
out of sight in the background even if one were aware of them as the
possible consequences of one's thought. This would be in the situation
where the fact of bringing them out into the open may tend to make
them ineffective. This may not be very honest on the part of the
thinker concerned, but once one is interested in actualising any part!
cular state of affairs, it is difficult to remain honest for long. Intellec'
tual honesty, of course, demands that one be open and truthful to the
extent that one can. But here, as elservhere, the claims of pure and
practical rcason may, and in many cases actually do, conflict.
The practical consequences of theoretic formulations, however, are
not confincd to thc so-cerlled practice of the subject itself. It ranges
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Iar and wide, spills over into otherdomains and, in the case of philosophy, affccts the very core itself. The general influence of theory on
practice is well known in domains where causal relationships obtain or
are even supposed to obtain. But there is a wider and a deeper relationship where reflection is concerned with concepts which are most
general and pervasive in character and where both ttheory' and
'practice' themselves become the subject of reflection. Philosophy is
such a second or even third-level reflection and it is bound to have
far-reaching, subtle and fundamental influence on practice both at
the individual and the social level.
Philosophy does not bake bread as everyone knows. Nor was it ever
meant to be that. Yet, philosophers have always felt it a limitation
and others who are not philosophers have often urged it as a reproach.
Theoreticians have always felt the fascination of influencing the practical
world of the economist the lawyer and the politician where decisions
are made. Philosophers being the theoreticians par cxcellcnce have
felt this fascination the strongest. Plato epitomizes the fascination and
the failure equally. fn a sense, the theoreticians in specific domains
have some satisfaction of affecting events through the application of
their knowledge. But philosophers do not even know what kind of
knowledge do they possess or seek. Their plight is therefore extreme
and the remedies they adopt, desperate. The two poles of all desperation lie in suicide on the one hand and murder, on the other. Both
are attempts to cut the gordian knot and may easily be found at all
times, though the one may predominate over the other. The present,
for exirmple, is the age of suicide par cxcellence where philosophers vie
with each other in showing the literal meaninglessness of all that
they do.
The plight, of course, is misconceived and the remedies can only
make the matters worse, specially when the diagnosis happens to be
wrong. Philosophers do affect practice and this not merely in the
practice of philosophy by other philosophers. The concepts they deal
with are so pervasive and fundamental that they form the common
background of all thought in any domain whatsoever. What they
think, thus, affects the very way of conceiving, formulating and posing
of questions and problems in every field of thought, though the practicing specialist is generally unconscious of the fact. There is, of course,
timelag in the process. The shock of a great thinker takes centuries to
lle absorbed and the process of percolation and spread takes generations
to become a pafi of the habits of thought of the intellectual elite.
From age to age, country to country and subject to subject the structural pattern of conceptual ideation spreads and influences the specific
formulations without their authors knowing the source that determines
the shape of their thought.
,
Philosophers, thus, have a responsibility which is as deep as it is
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they analyse them and their interrelationships,
int".pretation, the particular focussing on problems, -paracloxt's
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and puzzles, all have a subtle influence on the wal that peoplc think on
,p""ifi" matters. At the roots of diverse traditions in patterns of think'
ing which differentiate historical cultures and civilizations lie the
diherences in the style and pattern of philosophising which a great
thinker or group of thinkers achieved in the very beginnings of that
culture or civilization. Theirs is the stamp which a culture or civilization bears on its face. The artists too have a substantive hand in it,
but ultimately they give only a visible shape to that which the philosophers have suggested through their conceptual formulations'
Beyond this function ofcreative conceptualisation and through that
determining the very contours of thought, philosophers usually exercise
another which is of almost equal importance. This is primarily critical
in intent, but basically it consists in not being swayed by the fashions
of the day. To be continuously vigilant in the realm of thought, to
expose every loophole in the fashionable orthodoxies of the day, has
alwuy, been the task of a philosopher which has generally earned him
the iislike of his more orthodox contemporaries' His commitment
being to thought itself, he can exercise this function more easily than
otheis. The artist does it also to a great extent but as he has to create
a work which has to have aesthetic beauty also, his criticism loses its
edge and gets lost in a whole which has value of a different kind.
Th-rough thi exercise of this critical function, philosophy influences
practii in many domains by preventing thought from ossifying and
i.eepirrg the options open. The influence, of course, takes time to be
fetiu.,d grow effective. And that is perhaps the heart of the -dissatisfaction oi all those who complain about the ineffectivity of philosophy,
about its abstractions and its historical absenteeism. The focus of
attention generally remains on what happens in the immediate present.
Yet, however natural it may be, it shuts off the awareness of that which
is fundamental in the long run. And philosophy is just the awareness
which tries to comprehend this and, by comprehending, shape it to tlre
extent it is possible.
Comprihension, however, presupposes that there is something preexistent which is to be understood or comprehended. It, thus, commits
oneself to a metaphysics or ontology which gives primacy to the idea of
Being. On the olher hand, the idea of possible effectuation through a
conc-eptualisation which is both creative and critical at the same time
brings not .Being, but that which 'ought-to be' into the centre of
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tlrorrl{lrt. It, thus cornnrits onc to a thinkirrg which givcs prirna<:y to
tlrt: iclca of value or thc good which, in this context, mean tilc sarDc
thing. One is inevitably reminded of Plato whose highest Idea in the
hierarchy of Ideas was the Idea of Good rather than the Idea of Being
which it should have been on purely logical grounds if the concept of
idea is to be understood on the pattern of the universal which it
certainly is in large parts of his writings.
But basically what it signifies is a breakdown of the distinction
between the 'is' ancl the 'ought' in the ultimate analysis and at the
deepest level. It is not a derivation of the 'ought' from the 'is' on the
basis of institutional facts which Searle tries to clo. Rather, it derives
from the fact that there are certain kinds of facts rvhich happen to be
such just because they happen to have been conceived in that way. In
sociological thought it has generally been known as "the self-fulfilling
prophecy," though few even amongst the sociologists seem to have
understood its implications or come to terms with them. Philosophical
thought, I submit, is concerned with facts of this type or, rather, it
uncovers the fact that the very concept of 'fact' belongs to this type.
Philosophers do not discover something pre-existent to their thought,
though they often give the impression that this is what they do.
Rather their thinking makes it come into being and this primarily
through the shaping of those concepts and categories through which
thought itself is constituted to a great extent. What is to count as
'fact' is ultimately a matter of conceptual decision and philosophy
plays a substantial, if not decisive, part in the half-conscious making of
such decisions on the part of cultures and civilizations.
Philosophers seern unaware of all this. Like the famous monkeygod, Hanuman, of Indian mythology they do not know their own
power of effectuating things, Even the two most outstanding philosophers of contemporary India, K. C. Bhattachatyya and his son Kalidas
Bhattacharyya, whose thought shows occasional glimpses of this truth
fail to realise its central character for philosophical awareness. There
has been much attempt on the part of philosophers for achieving a
self-awareness of what they are doing, during this century in the west.
But most of it is so wide of the mark that one wonders how philosophy
can flourish in these countries, if what these philosopircrs say about
philosophy were really to be true. It is time that philosophers become
aware of the significance of their activity. It is the most creative
enterprise in the cognitive activity of man and along with the arts, it
is the most fundamental factor in the shapins of human reality itself.
l.
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Fernand Brunner
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professor Daya l(rishna's paper is very brilliant and full of suggestive
ideas. I am not clrite sure to have understood all ]ils points. I shall
try to summarize rvhat seems to be essential, before asking a few
cluestions'

with force and humour the paraMany thinkers destroy
philosophy.
nowadavs
of
situation
doxical
and in reducing it to a
bearing
its
metaphysical
ing
denf
in
philosophy
i.y u.rrtyrir of notions. lVhile others-for instance (lhristians or Marxists accuse philosopiry in general to be merely theoretical'
Our colleagrre does not approve the suicide of philosophy and
theoretical and pracproposes a conception of philosophy which is both
ii""f. Philosophy is a theoretical reflection, but this reflection is in
itself, he ,.yr, ,.r activity and cven a creative activity. "Philosophers do
not discover something pre-existent to their thought"l they create new
conceptions of space and time. for instance, and tcach not exactly
what space and time are, but what we have to conceive of thern.
philoThus Professor Da1,a Krishna defends a dynamical conception of
a
sophy. At least with the great thinkers, philosophy produces world
.rf frndr*"ntal notions, in which rnankind will live sometimes for
of their com'
many generations. Therefore pirilosophers may be rid
plex oiirrferiority lvith respect to the men dcdicated to action.
I agree to alarge extent r'l'ith ProfessorDaya Krishna, who gives
a relevant answer to those who maintain that philosophy should
some of the
restrain itself to the analysis of notions. I would add tfiat
for
instance,
new analytical philosophers would also agree. Strarvson,
of new
creation
teaches that philosophy is not only analysis but often
no
analysis
be
concepts or new conceptual structures. There would
Profcssor Da,va Ki.ishna stresses

without Prcvious constructions'
Now I would like to ask some questions. First, when Professor
Daya Krishna says that philosophers do not discover somethillg preto their thought, he offers an idealistic view of philosophy.
"*irtent
But if there is no being to which philosophy has to correspond, what
is the
is true philosophy ? All creative philosophies are true. what
to
relating
criterion of the philosophical truth, if philosophy is not

being?Isitthechangingpsychologicalorsocialsituation?
"seconclly,
I do not understand exactly the difference which is
made in thc paper between philosophy and science' We may say that
science as wcll as philosophy is together theoretical and practical.
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'PIIILOSOT'IIY: INFLUDNCD OF TIII1ORY ON PRAC'rICll'
-Comments

Scicnce has practical consequences not only for science itself but for
mankind in general through its theories and techrriques.

Thirdly,

that philosophy is an activity, that it does
something and influences people. But we must distinguish between
activity as such and moral activity, activity defacto and activity de jure.
Thus the question arises how Professor Daya Krishna solves the problem
of the good with reference to the philosophical activity.
Our colleague has given a kind of phenomenological description
of philosophy putting into brackets the question of the truth and the
good. But there are many philosophies and we have to choose among
theml according to what criterion ?

Kalidas BhattacharYa

we may agree

Prof. Daya Krishna's observations on me toward the end of his paper
examined the
are not justified. In later articles I have thoroughly
at a
philosoPhy
have shown that
U"ti"ess of phitosophy.
-clear I
then
and
Da
to
"*u"t
ought
account of what
certain level first gives a
atanotherlevelrealizesitaswhatis(thisbeingisofanotherorderhave also
from the point of view of reflection, of a higher order)' Iwith is on
contrasted
as
examineJin detail what 'ought to be' means
to clarify
tried
also
the one hand and ought-to-do on the other. I have
what theoretic realization of the ought'to-bc

as is means'

agree withProf. Daya Krishna that philosophers' in.sofaras
experience, do
as they a-re dealing with the most pervasive features of
other
domains
in
men
influen.e not only other philosophers but other
of
posing
and
by affecting their very mlde of conceiving, formulating
as
says,
he
though,
questions a--nd problems in their fields of thought,
tir.." i, often ; considerable time lag in the process' But if this is

I

considered the onlt practical use of philosophy I would disagree.
Artists and men oflreiigio.r, literature and politics who also in what'
ever way philosophize - the latter definitely in the sense of creative
not
conceptual-ization and the former in a way not entirely different by
etc.
problems,
only affect the mode of conceivirrg, formulating
succeed
but
even
fields
whether in those fields or in other
others
in changing the existing ways of life. why should not philosophers
too ,.r"i"J in that line ? Artists, it is true, give an immediate concrete expression to their philosophy, but so do others also, including
the acaiemic philosophers : they speak out their thoughts, they write
books, etc. s-nuu *" then exclude philosopirers on the ground that
because they think over most pervasive categories the expression of
their thought must be the least concrete ? But, first, the abstruse
thoughts of the philosopher may, on this ground, only take longer time
to cilange the mode of social life, and, secondly, they may change
the existi'ng state of affairs more quickly through affecting intermedia'
ries like rnen of religion, literature and politics and also artists.
prof. Daya Krishna refers to another Practical use of philosophy.
It is that phi losophy, because of its unceasing examining attitude,
constantly
refuses to bi swayed by the fashions of the day. It remains

vigilarrt and exposes every conceivable loophole in the fashionable
orthodoxics of the daY.

I

agree to a great extent. But is

Prof. Daya

Krishna conscious
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of all its implications ? First, why should this be spoken of philoso? This impartial attitude and constant vigilance are found

phy only

in all methodical theoretical disciplines. lVould he, then, mean thar
though these other disciplines are critical they are fundamentally in
an attitude of ontological commitment, whereas philosophy remains
throughout in a non-commital attitude? But is this true? Every
philosopher, unless he is a Madhyamika Buddhist or a Kantian epistemologist or a phenomenologist or a mere linguistic analyst, has
existential commitment
he takes his own view to be true in the sense
that it is the account of -what is really real. The apprehension that
on further probing the account may turn out false is true of all views
in all disciplines. Somehow it appears to me that Prof. Daya Krishna
has too swiftly taken the philosopher as immune that way. The only
distinction, in this respect, between philosophy and other disciplines
is, I believe, that whereas everyone can, in spite of commitment,
maintain a temporary non-commital attitude so long as he compares
his view (to which he was committed) as one possibility with other
views (to which others are committed) as other possibilities, a philosopher who, as I say, is a M6'dhyamika or a phenomenologist can continue ever in the attitude of non-commitment. Either, then, only these
few philosophers are continuously vigilant or all philosophers and,
with them, all thinkers in all theoretic fields are so. Philosophers,
except the few I have mentioned, have no monopoly business in preventing thought from ossifying.
Prof. Daya Krishna holds that philosophy has no other practical
bearing and holds that it is because some philosophers labour under
the false idea that they can do something for changing the existing
state of affairs for the better and yet fail that they, in desperation,
develop either a suicidal or a murderous tendency.
But did philosophy ever in the past fail to change the face of the
existing order ? My impression is just the opposite. Great creative
philosophers had in the past always done that. It is only since the
days Science, freed from the guardianship of philosophy, has come to
preponderate
- and that not without sufiicient justification - that
philosophy has either been quietly withdrawing, ceasing to speak
of
the existing order of things, or foolishly treading on the zone of
influence of Science and getting rebuff. Either way it is on the path
of suicide and on occasions the glorious past dawns on the decrepit it
naturally grows murderous. Prof. Daya Krishna has not correctly
diagnosed the disease.

He distinguishes broadly between three types of philosophy, .viz.
(i) philosophy as the Marxists and allied thinkers understand it, i.e.
philosophy as a system of prescriptions for changing the face of the
existing world, (ii) philosophy as a pursuit for changing the philosophcr's own self as also those of others, and (iii) philosophy as Prof.
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f)aya Krishnaulrderstands it and which we have already cxamincd'
He is not against the first two pursuits. Only hc says that they arc
based on the wrong presupposition that philosophy for other philosophers is an attempt to interpret the world. He hastens to add that
it is oniy Science, not philosophy, which interprets the world. Under
the idea that others' philosophy is only the interpretation of the world,
these two groups of thinkers argue that such interpretation is of no
worth
what is of worth and what not being, of course, a subjective

- decision.
arbitrary
Incidentally, Prof. Daya Krishna points out thatsome others, seeing
that the philosophies of the types (i) and (ii) have failed to be of any
substantial practical worth, have developed either suicidal or
murderous tendency. Modern Logical Positivists and Linguistic
Analysts belong to this group. Prof. Daya Krishna appears not to
be in sympathy with them. Against Linguistic Analysts, in particular,
he argues that they have mainly concentrated on theanalysisof English
Language, his point being that such analysis of other languages could
present even at relevant points different pictures.
Let us examine this thesis of Prof. Daya Krishna. There are
indeed different languages and perhaps there is no pinpointable
common language which different people of the world could be said
to be using subconsciously. Ideal language too may be a myth. But
the fact that people speaking one language can somehow learn another
has to be accounted for. This is possible, I suggest, because-this is
only one among many reasons-speaking one language llut understanding another they discover, though not always so consciously, that
the vocabulary andior syntax of that other language is either richer
or proper than their owu, i.e. either comprehending and going beyond
or being comprehended and transcended by that other. If this be
true then the linguistic analysis of the richer language will be the
better philosophy.
But the main point of Prof. Daya Krishna against Linguistic
Analysis and Logical Positivism is that these have grown out of a sense
of frustration. This may or may not be true. But I think the more
important factor here is the dazzling success of Science, both in theory
and practice. This dazzling success carries with it a strong sense of
reality which the traditional philosophy, by contrast, lacks.
About the traditional Indian philosophy as a pursuit for changing one's own self and that of others-a philosophy for the attainment
of a perfect state of self-Prof. 'Daya Krishna argues that people
revolted against it on the ground that it has neither any bearing on our
moral life nor any non-moral ordinary utility. He calls this pursuit
over-moral, i. e. spiritual.
My points against him here are:
(l) The Indian philosophy he speaks of did not have for its aim
w-41
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any cltanpe of thc self. It is for the recognition of the truc statc ol
the self-a state which was already there, though somehow largely
hidden from our view. However, this is not very important in the
present context. There is a stronger point against him.
(2) It is wrong to hold that the over-moral spirituality has
nothing to do with moralitl,. The basic principles of morality at any
level are the translation of the spirituality attained at that level
into action. This, of course, with regard to the basic principles of
morality ! More detailed and concrete principles are, however, to be
understood from the empirical social point of view, with the proviso
that the traditional Indian attitude is to maintain social status quo
as long as possible. This is whv traditionally minded Indians regard
the empirical social tradition as the ultimate sanction of these
detailed concrete principles of morality.

Revolt against this traditional Indian philosophy is to be traced

not to its moral neutrality, but to the wrong understanding by the
Westerners to that effect, and modern Indians have unfortunately

suit. For the Advaita Veddntins the detailed and concrete
moral principles had to be scrupulously observed tili a very high stage;
followed

and, further, at the higher stages towards the top other such principles
suited to the monastic life had to be observed, and basic principles
were llever to be abjured. It is only at the highest stage of rc.ali'zation that according to the Aclvaita Vedartin no morality was requirerl,
but even then the liberated soul could, if l.re prcfcrred, do social r,v'ork
with cornplete disinterestedness. As Pr:of. Daya Krishna has not said
much for or against the type of philosoph), that is meant exclusively
for changing the .world I too refrain from saying anything here. I
have discussed it in my own paper.
Prof. Daya Krishna's main point is that if, as in the case against
the traditional Indiau philosophy, moral considerations are given
more worth, then, in its turn morality too might be considered not
worth pursuit against the background of non-moral utility; which
means that moral and non-moral considerations should not intervcne
for answering the question whether a particular theoretical discipline
is worth pursuit or not.
There has often been criticism, this way, of purely theoretical
philosophy from the utilitarian, moral and spiritual points of view.
The idea is that these are the only three practical points of view.
But such practical consideration, Prof. Daya K.rishna, it appears to
me, insists, should not stop pure theoretical pursuits. Theoretical
pursuits are to be allowed not only because we cannot, and should
not, stop it in a democratic society but also because there is not
rm<:h of basic distinction between knowledge and action. Unless
tlrt: givenness, as in perccption, is takcn as the sole criterion ol
lirrowlcrlgc, actiorr is an important constituent-and that always-
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'I know swimming or dancing or Tinging'.
I l<:rt: I frankll, admit that eithcr I could not correctly follow what
l)rof. Daya Krishna says or I have objection at every step. Since I
rrrn not sure that I have followed him correctly I do not like to
spcak out my objections.

lrrrrrr{rrrrrr:cd, as when we say

I admit also that probably I have touched only the fringes of
tlrc main contention of his paper. I have a lurking suspicion that I
have totalll, misunderstood him and all my criticism have perhaps
rnissed the marks.

